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Translated Book Market in China
in the First Half of 2021
By Beijing Open Book

In the first half of 2021,

ket has remained relatively stable,

portion of children’s books written

China’s overall book retail mar-

and is around 22%. In the overall

in English, picture books, cartoons

ket has increased by 11.45%

book retail market in the first half

and children’s popular science

year-on-year. The physical store

of 2021, the number of works

books have declined. The reason

channels have recovered signifi-

by foreign authors accounted for

is that on the one hand, Chinese

In the first half of 2021, the

cantly, the proportion of online

15.76%, and sales of these books

culture has been hot in recent

proportion of foreign writers’

channels has further increased,

accounted for 22.04%. Compared

years, and local original works are

works in the lifestyle market ex-

and the evolution of sales chan-

with 2020, it shows a downward

also increasingly being purchased

ceeded 30%. The overall sales of

nels has become more diversi-

trend. In addition, a relatively large

by readers. But on the other hand,

foreign writers’ works in the com-

fied and dispersed. The price of

proportion of the works of foreign

the influence of some low-priced

puter, biography, natural science,

children’s books continues to

authors are children’s books and

books cannot be ignored.

economics and management,

increase, and literature, as the

literature. The best-selling books in

Judging from the distribution

main category of casual reading

the first half of this year are mainly

of translated children’s books by

for the masses, was significantly

concentrated in local works. For

country, the United Kingdom has

Compared with 2020, the

affected by the pandemic last

example, in the children’s book cat-

the highest proportion, followed

proportion of foreign writers’

year. Since the beginning of this

egory, in addition to the year-round

by the United States, Japan and

works in self-help, biography,

year, the overall performance of

best-selling children’s literature se-

France, which together account

education, and lifestyle markets

literature has still been poor.

ries, there are also some discounted

for more than 70%. Judging from

has increased to varying degrees,

Against this background,

popular science enlightenment

the changes over the years, the

mainly driven by some best-selling

how do foreign writers’ works per-

books, and youth online literature

UK has always accounted for the

books such as How to Win Friends

form in the Chinese market? What

is more prominent.

highest proportion and is relatively

& Influence People, The Courage

Children's books by foreign
writers is decreasing

stable, while the proportion from

to Be Disliked, Exam Brain Sci-

the United States has declined

ence: Efficient Memory Method

more in the past two years, and

in Brain Science; biographical

Feng Xiaohui, manager of the

In the first half of 2021, chil-

Japan has risen the fastest. It can

related financial celebrities A

Beijing Open Book Research and

dren’s books by foreign writers ac-

also be seen from the bestseller

Woman Makes A Plan, Iron Man

Consulting Department, released

counted for the largest proportion,

list that, in addition to the year-

of Silicon Valley: The Adventure

the report “Market Situation of

reaching 43.92%. Sales of foreign

round best-selling Small Peas by

Life of Elon Musk, The Autobi-

Foreign Writers’ Works in the First

writers’ works in the children’s

the Window, some new series

ography of Kazuo Inamori, and

Half of 2021”.

market account for a market share

from Japan have been welcomed

the scientific My Geometric Life:

The market share of translated books is basically stable

of 34.63%, and the number of new

by the Chinese public in the past

The Autobiography of QiuCheng-

titles is at 33.88%. Looking back

two years, such as the Miyanishi

tong; in lifestyle categories Sugar-

to 2015, we can see that the num-

Tatsuya Dinosaur series and the

reduced Life, Diet: A Scientific

In recent years, translated

ber of foreign writers’ children’s

Pipi Detective series, Selected

Diet Textbook Popular in Japan,

books have always been an impor-

books is increasing, but the total

Concentration Training Books

Monday Fast, Life-Saving Diet;

tant part of China’s cbook market.

sales declined. Further splitting

from Japan, Ghibli Studio Picture

family education recommended by

The market share of translated

into the children’s book market

Book series, and Haruo Fukami’s

celebrities or institutions in educa-

titles in China’s overall book mar-

segment, we can see that the pro-

Think of Beauty series.

tion Positive Discipline, Driving

are the new trends and highlights?
During the 28th Beijing International Book Fair (BIBF) in 2021,

Translated titles in education,
biography and self-help market have increased

literature, and self-help markets
accounted for more than 25%.
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Growth: How to Scientifically and
Effectively Cultivate Children’s
Self-discipline, I Wish My Parents
Have Read This Book: An Emotional Communication Book for
Parents and Children, and others.

Literary works by foreign
writers are declining
In the first half of 2021, sales
of literary works by foreign authors
is 27.82%, and the proportion of
new titles is 22.28%. In recent
years, foreign authors’ works in the
literary market has been showing
an upward trend, but total sales has
shown a downward trend.
From the perspective of the
sub-categories in the literary category, sales of translated novels
have also declined. The decline in
translated fiction sales is related to
increased sales of Chinese YA online
literature in recent years. Literature
from Japan accounts for the highest
proportion, reaching 30.61%, followed by the United States, the
United Kingdom, and France,
which together account for nearly
80%. In new literary titles on the
market, American writers have
the highest proportion, at 25.83%,
followed by Japan, the United
Kingdom and France, which together account for more than 70%.
Judging from the changes over the
years, sales of American writers’
works has been declining, while
the proportion of Japanese writers’
works has been rising, mainly driven
by books by writers such as Keigo
Higashino and Haruki Murakami.

Classics by foreign writers
continue to sell well
In the first half of 2021, books
by foreign authors were on all three

major bestseller lists: 24 fiction,

list; The Little Girl at the Window,

rejuvenated. With the develop-

36 non-fiction, and 27 children’s

Charlotte’s Web, and Father and

ment of the Internet and big data,

books. Among the top three best-

Son in the children’s book list.

some social science books with

selling books, we can see that the

In addition, in the fiction list,

interdisciplinary integration have

classic books continue to sell well,

works by Japanese writers like

been welcomed by the public.

such as The Making of a Hero,

Keigo Higashino are still frequent.

These books not only describe the

20,000 Leagues Under the Sea,

In the non-fiction category,

development of technology, but

The Kite Runner in the fiction list;

driven by celebrity recommenda-

also present the current and future

Rich Dad Poor Dad, and The Ef-

tions, Tiktok, and other channels,

thinking of mankind in the process

fective Executive in the non-fiction

tutoring and self-help books are

of technological development.
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Retail Book Market in China
in the First Half of 2021
By Beijing Open Book

Data explanation: As of
July 1, 2021, the Open Book
national book retail market observation system tracked sales
across more than 13,000 brickand-mortar bookstores and online bookstores in the country.
According to the data, the total
sales reached 36.14 billion yuan,
with more than 1.77 million
products for sale, from January
to June 2021.
In the first half of 2021,
the overall book retail market
showed a positive year-on-year

Figure 1: Year-on-year growth of online bookstores

growth, at a rate of 11.45%.
From the perspective of different channels, online book retail
has increased by 3.06% yearon-year. The brick-and-mortar
channel has shown a substantial
positive growth of 51.83% yearon-year, but this is mainly due
to the fact that physical retail
saw a sharp decrease because of
the pandemic in the same period
last year, with a 20.08% drop.

The growth rate of online
stores has slowed down significantly and brick-andmortar stores have not fully
recovered

Figure 2: Year-on-year growth of brick-and-mortar bookstores

on-year growth rate of 3.06%.

convenient shopping experience,

ous expansion of online stores

With the rapid develop-

many people who never or rarely

has reached more people, the

In the first half of 2021, the

ment of the online store chan-

bought books have become book

number of people becoming new

overall online store channel con-

nel in the past few years, it has

consumers, so the growth rate

book consumers has gradually

tinued to grow but at a signifi-

continuously opened up new

has remained high at more than

decreased. During the pandemic

cantly slower pace, with a year-

markets. With low discounts and

20%. However, as the continu-

last year, due to economic factors
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ing 109.46%, and the academic,

nancial business book and went

cultural and legal categories also

to market at the end of last year,

have grown by close to 50%.

performed outstandingly and

The rapid growth of Marxism-

entered the Top 10 list.

Leninism and academic and

Among the non-fiction

culture categories mainly stems

bestsellers, comics and knowl-

from thematic publications. This

edge books are still the most

year is the 100th anniversary

popular. A total of 15 titles from

of the founding of the party.

the “Half Hour Comics” series

Various party history-related

are on the Top 100 list, and all

thematic publications have been

8 titles from the “If History is

published, driving the growth of

a Group of Meows” series are

these two categories. The rapid

on the list. In addition, affected

growth of the legal category

by the 100th anniversary of the

mainly comes from the sales of

founding of the party, both the

the Civil Law and related books

old and new versions of Misery

Compared with the same

and Glory entered the list.

period in 2019, the themed book

In the list of new books

publishing category still main-

in the first half of the year, Yu

tained positive growth, but the
public reading categories such as

Figure 4: Year-on-year growth rate of each sub-category of the retail
market from January to June 2021

psychological self-help, econom-

Hua’s new work Wencheng
firmly ranked first in the overall
list, and the sales volume was

ics and management, literature,

than the overall online store.

for well-known children’s books

much higher than other books.

biography, and lifestyle all showed

Discounts for the psychological

that have become branded, and

Well-known authors with their

negative growth. The current mar-

self-help category is the lowest,

discounts can usually be con-

own followers and derivative

ket growth is clearly dominated by

at 3.9%. These books are easy to

trolled at a higher level.

works of big IP performed well,

themed book publications, and the

sell through short videos on Dou-

mass market has not yet returned

yin (TikTok). Psychological self-

to its pre-pandemic level.

help books have now become the

Web-based books, comics
and classics are popular

Discounts in online bookstores further dropped,
reaching 5.7%

main category of low-discount

In the first half of 2021, in

M o d e r n We s t e r n T h o u g h t

package sales in online stores.

the fiction book list, there are

Lectures from the Dedaoapp,

The low discounts for Marxism-

a large number of web-based

The new derivative work of the

Leninism and education books

books on the list, with a total of

“Tomb Robber Notes” series,

According to the online

come from civil service ex-

38 titles the Top 100 bestseller

Wu Xie’s Private Notes, and

store data monitored by Open

amination books and teacher

list, but the top of the list is

others were all at the forefront

Book, in 2020, the discount of

examination books respectively.

still mainly occupied by classic

of the list. In addition, new

the overall online store channel

Low discounts are a common

books and student-recommend-

fiction books on the list are

market was at 6.0% (excluding

practice when selling such books

ed readings. All three books

mainly web-based books, and

full discounts and coupons).

in online stores. The medium

in the Three Body trilogy are

many are also works of fan

In the first half of 2021, online

and low discounts of children’s

firmly at the top of the list.

fiction. The strong effect of

bookstores’ discounts were fur-

books are mainly focused on

The bestsellers on the

celebrity recommendations on

ther reduced by 57%.

enlightenment, domestic picture

children’s book list are mainly

books has been verified again.

Divided into different cate-

books, and psychological self-

classics and series. The “Mi

The sales of Smoke and Mirror

gories, the discounts of Marxist-

help books for young children.

Xiaoquan” series is still the

increased significantly in June,

Leninist, psychological self-

The discount level of children’s

biggest seller, with 29 titles

ranking No. 3 in the new fiction

help, education, children’s and

literature and imported picture

among the Top 100. “Puppy

bestseller list, and also in the

comprehensive books are lower

books is not low, especially the

Qianqian”, which is a popular fi-

Top 10 in the new book list.

such as Yang Tianzhen’s Take
Yourself Seriously, Guo Degang’s Jianghu, and Liu Qing’s
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Peng Bo: The Future Is Here
By Yang Fan

The more uncertain the era,
the more perseverance can be of
great value.
Looking back at 2020,
many publishers may still have
lingering fears. Affected by the
pandemic, China’s publishing
industry suffered its first negative growth of this century, and
the impact of the pandemic is
far more profound than it seems.
Cultural consumption is being
completely transformed. In the
online education market, which
has been a promising segment of
the business, saw a “cold wave”
last year, during which a large
number of companies closed
down due to “the strictest supervision in history”. Changes in
the world are happening so fast,

Peng Bo,Chairman of Hunan Publishing Investment Holding Group Co.Ltd.
Chairman of China South Publishing & Media Group

and when the fortresses that were
once regarded as impenetrable

na South Publishing was one of

and face the changes in the next

have collapsed one after another,

the few standouts in the industry.

decade?

where will the future of culture

As an important marker of the

Peng Bo, Chairman of Hu-

and tenacity: whether it is for

and education go?

gies and formats.
He also expressed optimism

industry, how does China South

nan Publishing Investment Hold-

paper books, sales channels, or

The answer given by China

Publishing continue its develop-

ing Group Co.Ltd., and Chair-

online education. He can bet-

South Publishing is: stick to

ment in the face of the difficulties

man of China South Publishing

ter interpret the opportunities

publishing, stick to reading, and

brought about by the pandemic?

& Media Group , has his unique

compared with risks. Peng Bo

embrace technology. The pursuit

After cultivating the book indus-

insights.

is full of confidence in China

high-quality content and the con-

try for more than ten years and

At the 30th National Book

South Publishing’s deep roots in

tinuous development of channels

facing changes between the hot

Expo held in July this year, this

its main business and years-long

will never end, and Hunan pub-

and cold online education mar-

new leader of China South Pub-

investment in technology.Com-

lishers who make progress and

kets, does this company, which

lishing gave the impression of

pared with the pessimistic re-

believe in it can still go further.

has always regarded education as

facing new problems head-on,

marks that “paper book is about

During the time when the

its future development, still have

with both a data-driven approach

to die” and “online education has

book industry was growing, Chi-

the confidence to fight steadily

and a sensitivity to new technolo-

been destroyed”, he believes that
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in a future in which technology

South Publishing’s product sales.

of employees. Of course, behind

and the number of effectively

empowers education, and pub-

It is estimated that the annual

this rising trend is the group’s ef-

registered users reached 6.15

lishing empowers education. The

loss of sales revenue will be

forts to seek transformation as a

million.

following is the interview with

more than one billion yuan.

large state-owned cultural enter-

In terms of Internet educa-

several media that Peng Bo re-

In the face of these difficul-

prise. If it is said that the mission

tion, Teewon Digital Media,

ceived at the 30th National Book

ties, China South Publishing

and responsibility of inheriting

a subsidiary of China South

Expo.

actively stabilized its operations,

civilization, disseminating cul-

Publishing, is one of the first do-

The publishing industry

expanded the market, adjusted its

ture, and delivering value are the

mestic online education solution

suffered an overall decline dur-

structure, sought transformation,

consistent background of China

providers to launch. Backed by

ing the 2020 pandemic. How-

and achieved some impressive

South Media, the publishing in-

the largest investment, Teewon

ever, judging from the publicly

results.

dustry in Hunan must never giv

is a leader in the industry. The

up the the pursuit of transforma-

company’s self-developed edu-

tion and further development.

cation product line has entered

disclosed information, China

In 2020, its overall eco-

South Publishing still achieved

nomic indicators experienced a

a growth in revenue. What is the

decline in the first quarter, but

For example, in the field of

the country’s 25 provinces, 146

reason behind this?

achieved a strong rebound in the

channel construction, in the past

prefecture-level cities, and 582

The 2020 pandemic will

second quarter. The numbers rose

year or so, the Xinhua Bookstore

districts and counties. It serves

undoubtedly have a huge impact

steadily in the third and fourth

in Hunan Province under China

more than 10,000 schools and

on the global publishing industry.

quarters. The annual operating

South Publishing has been ex-

has successfully expanded over-

Like many peers, China South

income reached 10.473 billion

ploring new service models and

seas. The platform, developed by

Publishing’s physical stores, me-

yuan, a year-on-year increase of

cultivating the campus reading

Hunan Education Press, focuses

dia and advertising, and educa-

2.07%; and net profit was 1.546

market. Sales of educational

on the smart campus and smart

tion publishing businesses have

billion yuan, a year-on-year in-

products have risen instead of

learning products, with 4.85 mil-

also been hit hard. Under the

crease of 9.86%. The company

falling. The “Four-dimensional

lion registered users and 2.78

leadership of the provincial party

was selected as one of the top 30

Reading Series” jointly created

million cumulative app down-

committee and the provincial

national cultural enterprises for

by Xinhua Bookstore and China

loads. Through the development

government, more than 20,000

twelve consecutive years.

South Publishing’s publishing

and launch of this platform,

employees of the whole group

This momentum has con-

house achieved sales of 120

China South Publishing can now

are taking steps, on the one hand,

tinued after entering 2021. In

million yuan last fall alone, and

reach 25 million digital educa-

to prevent and fight the pan-

the first quarter of this year, the

sales of several single volumes

tion users, and online revenue

demic; on the other hand, they

operating income was 2.096

exceeded 100,000. It is expected

continues to grow substantially.

must resume work and produc-

billion yuan, a year-on-year in-

that in 2021, it will provide

Technological changes in

tion. With this Hunan publisher’s

crease of 36.49%; net profit was

products worth over 400 million

online education once brought

strong personality and the mis-

279 million yuan, a year-on-year

yuan for primary and secondary

huge changes to the industry, but

sion and responsibility shoul-

increase of 28.96%; total assets

school students across the prov-

now news of the industry’s bank-

dered by state-owned cultural

were 23.33 billion yuan, a year-

ince. More importantly, Xinhua

ruptcy and layoffs continues.

enterprises, it has withstood this

on-year increase of 7.66%; earn-

Bookstore has gradually changed

As an institution that invested

catastrophic test.

ings per share were 0.15 yuan, a

its policy-driven offline system

in online education earlier on,

From the impact point of

year-on-year increase of 36.36%.

distribution model, established

does China South Publishing still

view, the pandemic has indeed

In the extremely difficult

an online-based market distribu-

believe that online education is

brought many difficulties to Chi-

year, China South Publishing has

tion model that directly serves

a good business? Are there new

na South Publishing’s production

stabilized its development despite

teachers, students and parents.

opportunities behind the chal-

and sales. Xinhua Bookstore did

the market trends, and it relied

This is a major breakthrough:

lenges?

not open for business until mid-

on the strong leadership of the

Online sales of educational

I think Internet education is

June last year. Many schools

provincial party committee and

products of Xinhua Bookstore in

now at a crossroads. Many online

have not opened for a long time,

government and the joint efforts

2020 exceeded 1.3 billion yuan,

educational institutions, stirr up

which directly affected China

of the group’s tens of thousands

a year-on-year increase of 154%,

social unrest and anxiety, rather
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than communicating the benefits

customer acquisition advantages.

Since 2020, traffic from

especially short videos, will fur-

of online learning based on basic

At the time of market order and

online video platforms has not

ther change people’s lives and

education. Parents know that off-

reshuffle, what we are facing is

only brought earth-shaking

become the “new normal” of

campus training is now becom-

an opportunity. Of course, we

changes to the media industry,

publishing.

ing an important part of the fam-

must continue to develop, not to

but also the publishing industry.

We have established our

ily’s burden, and companies that

be absent.

The entire industry is embrac-

development strategy for 2021-

do well in Internet education are

Real Internet education, I

ing this new format, using short

2025 to build a new mainstream

focused mostly this kind of train-

think, must be a trillion-scale

videos and live broadcasts to

publishing and media group. This

ing. Why should government

market, but education has a

connect with traffic. What do

goal requires the implementation

take mandatory control measures

threshold, and our Internet edu-

you think of this phenomenon?

of a series of major projects to

on these education and train-

cation companies today either

For the publishing and me-

promote the implementation,

ing institutions? This means that

only understand technology

dia industry, every development

whether it is book publishing

the policy does not advocate for

or only understand education.

and change is deeply affected by

topic selection planning and

parents and the society to become

This is not enough. They must

technological progress. The 3G

creative ability improvement,

more anxious about education.

understand the whole market.

and 4G era gave birth to a num-

or short video new media, the

China South Media is one of

China South Publishing has also

ber of Internet giants such as

Internet education, new services

the first companies in the publish-

carefully sorted out and sum-

BAT, and they are now rushing

for the elderly and other indus-

ing industry to enter the Internet

marized this aspect. I think there

to launch new products in vari-

try initiatives.

education business. As early as

is still a lot of room for Internet

ous fields including publishing

This is inseparable from

2011, we and Huawei jointly

education. What a company can

and media. In the 5G era, short

the support of the Malanshan

invested and formed Teewon

provide for society and families

video platforms represented by

Project. We will actively seize

Digital Media to explore this field.

is very important. We now have

Tiktok and Kuaishou have devel-

new opportunities for the devel-

Among all state-controlled Inter-

Teewon Digital Media, Shell.

oped quickly, revolutionizing the

opment of the cultural industry

net education companies, I believe

com, Quick Listen, Tangtang.

way people obtain information.

in the 5G era, accelerate the

Teewon Digital Media’s direction

com, ZhongnanXunzhi, etc., all

At present, they are also acceler-

construction of the Malanshan

is the right one. This company

of which are technology compa-

ating the deployment of book e-

Park, and build a “dream office”

solves the problem of “how to

nies and platforms that provide

commerce business, showing that

that integrates work spaces,

teach” rather than the problem of

services for education. If a large

they can reach far beyond tradi-

creative center, data center, me-

“how to learn”. The Ministry of

platform company based on

tional e-commerce. According to

dia art center, entrepreneurial

Education has also fully affirmed

services, technology, education,

statistics, as of June last year, the

incubator, publishing museum

its achievements over the years.

and market is really born in this

number of short video users in

and other business formats—

Online education is indeed

industry in the future, I believe

my country reached 818 million,

with the aim of producing short

facing the strictest supervision in

it will most likely appear in

surpassing instant messaging

videos, integrated media, digital

history, but the case of Teewon

China South Publishing.

with an average daily usage time

education and other products.

Digital Media also illustrates that,

I don’t agree with the state-

of 110 minutes per capita. This

This will cultivate a new engine

in fact, the relevant departments

ment that “online education

format has become the main way

to lead the future development

are now strengthening supervision,

has suffered a disaster”. On the

for people to obtain information,

of China South Publishing.

not for online education itself,

contrary, I believe that the “fu-

giving birth to an emerging mar-

At the same time, we also

but for various problems caused

ture has come” for technology-

ket with 130 trillion yuan. We

hope to create a state-controlled

by barbaric growth. As a long-

enabled education and publish-

must not miss this kind of traffic,

short video content platform

established educational content

ing-enabled education, and the

and we must pay attention to this

with 5G technology, which will

provider, China South Publishing

future China South Publishing

trend.

occupy a place in the existing

has high-quality and rich content

lies in becoming a company not

The keyword of 5G is vid-

short video market structure,

resources and offline channels on

only based on paper publishing.

eos. With the full commercial use

provide solid industrial support

many campuses. It has more ad-

It is also a big group, a big com-

of 5G, information dissemination

for the Malanshan Project, and

vantages in teaching and research

pany, and a big industry based

will no longer be restricted by

make the “Dream Factory” full

resources and more convenient

on education.

traffic and bandwidth. Videos,

of vitality.
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Zhejiang Publishing Goes Public
By Huang Huang and Zhang Aining

On July 23, Bao Hongjun,

ing United Group three years

Chairman of Zhejiang Publish-

ago. “Going public will be a

ing & Media Co., Ltd, rang

rare strategic opportunity period

the Shanghai Stock Exchange

in the future development of the

opening bell and Zhejiang Pub-

group,” he said. For this reason,

lishing & Media (stock code:

Zhejiang Publishing & Media

601921) was officially listed on

set up a listing team, with Bao

the main board of the Shang-

Hongjun serving as the team

hai Stock Exchange, becom-

leader to promote the listing

ing another important force in

process. “We have worked hard

publishing stocks. According

for three years, and now we

to its prospectus, the number of

have finally achieved the goal

publicly issued shares of Zhe-

of going public.” Bao Hongjun

jiang Publishing & Media is

was deeply gratified.

about 222 million, accounting

On the occasion of being

for 10% of the company’s total

listed and looking forward to

share capital after the issuance.

the possibility of further reform

The issue price is 10.28 yuan.

and development, Zhejiang

Zhejiang Publishing United

Publishing & Media needs to

Group, the parent company of

work harder to answer the ques-

Zhejiang Publishing & Media,

tion: what is the future and way

has been selected as one of

out of a local publishing group?

the “Top 30 Chinese Cultural

Zhejiang Publishing & Media’s Main Business

Enterprises” and the “Top 50
Publishing Companies in the

Bao Hongjun, Chairman of Zhejiang Publishing & Media Co., Ltd

In 2020, the book industry

World” twelve consecutive
times. Zhejiang Publishing &
Media covers the main business
of Zhejiang Publishing United
Group’s publishing, distribution, and printing affairs. It has
several powerful sub-groups
such as Education Publishing
Group, Printing Group, Xinhua Bookstore Group, Bookuu
Group; and it owns 11 publishing companies, including

Zhejiang People’s Publishing

sents the numerous possibilities

House, Educational Publishing

for the transformation of state-

House, and Children’s Publish-

owned publishing enterprises.

ing House, and 124 holding
subsidiaries.

Leading Zhejiang Publishing & Media to go public

In the context of the pub-

was one of the key work direc-

lishing industry’s pursuit of

tions clearly proposed in Bao

high-quality development, Zhe-

Hongjun’s speech on July 16,

jiang Publishing & Media’s use

2018 when he began to serve as

of the capital market also repre-

chairman of Zhejiang Publish-

encountered a major test from
the pandemic, but Zhejiang
Publishing & Media performed
well. According to its prospectus, the annual operating
income was 9.808 billion yuan
and the net profit was 1.152 billion yuan, maintaining a steady
growth during the pandemic. In
Bao Hongjun’s view, the main
business is the solid founda-
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tion for the development of

Z he j i a ng P ublis hing &

tional awards and projects as

tive field of children’s books,

Zhejiang Publishing & Media,

Media uses Bookuu as its main

the main focus, it vigorously

Zhejiang Children’s Publishing

and also the foundation of its

brand and enriches and perfects

cultivates publishing projects

House has established the New

survival.

the sub-brands such as Muduo,

using various formats and rich

Frontier Publishing in Australia

Data show that teaching

Saturn, Torch, and Ninth Tier.

content. In recent years, Zhe-

and New Frontier Publishing

aid materials, as the main busi-

The company builds its own

jiang science and technology

House (Europe) in London,

ness of Zhejiang Publishing &

platforms that integrate with

publishing house has excelled

UK, creating an international

Media, have supported the com-

Bookuu.com, Bookuu APP,

in the fields of medical plastic

children’s book publishing plat-

pany’s steady growth perfor-

Tmall, JD.com, Dangdang, and

surgery and agricultural envi-

form across the three continents

mance. In 2020, the operating

other e-commerce platforms,

ronment and resources. Zheji-

of Asia, Europe, and Australia.

income of teaching materials in

which provides strong support

ang People’s Publishing House

In addition, the publish-

the publishing and distribution

for the growth of online reve-

works in the fields of social

ers continue to expand their

section will be close to 4 bil-

nue. Together with the Zhejiang

sciences, current affairs, and

resource circle through invest-

lion yuan. In terms of general

Xinhua Bookstore Group, it has

literature and history. Zhejiang

ment and cooperation. At the

books, Zhejiang Publishing &

become the core infrastructure

Education Publishing Group

beginning of 2017, Zhejiang

Media publishes over 10,000

supporting the strong distribu-

publishes in the fields of educa-

People’s Publishing House had

types of books each year, with

tion capabilities of Zhejiang

tion and psychology. Zhejiang

a 7.14% stake in the online

steady growth year by year. Its

Publishing & Media.

Ancient Books Publishing

literature platform “Looking

publishing houses implement a

In terms of social benefits,

House specializes in the field

at Science and Technology”, a

professional, differentiated, and

Zhejiang Publishing & Media

of literature collation. Zhejiang

subsidiary of the Motie Group.

high-quality business strategy,

has the cultural and social re-

People’s Fine Arts Publishing

In August 2017, Zhejiang Pub-

focusing on the development

sponsibilities as a local group.

House focuses on the fields of

lishing United Group indirectly

of high-end, original profes-

After the outbreak of the pan-

calligraphy and painting, and

participated in the investment

sional books. In the past three

demic in 2020, its Zhejiang

has published many high-qual-

in the Motie Group by buying

years, the operating income of

Education Press published Pre-

ity publications with profound

shares of the Motie Group’s

the publishing sector has been

vention Manual for Covid-19

thoughts, exquisite art, and

long-term partner companies

maintained at more than 2.4

Infection, which was one of

well-made productions, with

after a new round of financing.

billion yuan, of which general

the first three anti-pandemic

remarkable social benefits.

In April 2017, Zhejiang Litera-

books accounted for nearly

books launched in the country.

Because the main busi-

ture and Art Publishing House

60%.

In addition, focusing on fight-

ness has established a stable

invested and got a 30% stake

Zh e jia n g Publ i shi ng &

ing against the pandemic in

foundation, the publishers

in DuMi. In addition, Zhejiang

Media has also established

an all-round way, the group’s

did not limit their vision to

Publishing & Media invested in

a multi-level, omni-channel

publishing houses have pub-

a province, but looked at the

the Guomai Culture in Decem-

distribution system. Zhejiang

lished nearly 50 anti-pandemic

national and global markets,

ber 2018, which went public on

Xinhua Bookstore Group has

publications such as reportage,

always maintaining a state of

August 30, 2021, with 2% of

always been among the best in

medical science popularization,

aggressiveness. Zhejiang Pub-

the shares.

Xinhua Bookstores across the

photographic albums, and chil-

lishing & Media’s Education

country, using its advantages in

dren’s picture books.

Publishing House, Children’s

Digital Layout

products, information, logistics,

Z he j i a ng P ublis hing &

Publishing House, and Liter-

In the traditional business-

and technology to incubate the

Media has been prominent in

ary and Art Publishing House

es, the advantages of Zhejiang

Xinhua e-commerce platform

undertaking social responsibil-

have set up offices in Beijing,

Publishing & Media are obvi-

Bookuu.com. In 2017, Bookuu.

ity. Zhejiang Publishing & Me-

Shanghai and other places,

ous. Standing at a new starting

com operated independently

dia adheres to the development

gathering resources through the

point for development, solving

and gradually developed into

direction of “publishing profes-

establishment of subsidiaries

the current pressure of transfor-

one of the best e-commerce

sional, academic, high-quality,

and studios, and deploying new

mation and upgrading faced by

bookstores.

and famous books”. With na-

businesses. In the competi-

local publishing groups is one
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reason why Zhejiang Publishing & Media went public.
From the fundraising projects, we can get a glimpse of
the goals of Zhejiang Publishing & Media. According to the
prospectus, Zhejiang Publishing
& Media raised a net amount
of 2.207 billion yuan this time,
invested in 13 projects in 6
modules, including boutique
book publishing, distribution,
production, technological transformation, digital integration,
basic supporting facilities, and
replenishment, which are mainly
implemented by main subsidiaries. Among them, the company
invested 589 million yuan in
digital integration projects.
There are three main projects:
Bookuu Networks plans to build
a Torch Knowledge Service

channel distribution, and more,

new media platform also has

lishing groups have gathered in

Platform to provide integrated

penetrating the entire digital

a foundation in the field of

the capital market.

solutions, which include content

industry chain from publish-

knowledge payment. It’s not

Nowadays, Zhejiang Pub-

dissemination, merchandise

ing to distribution, and playing

difficult to understand Bao

lishing & Media combines

sales, and user management for

the role of the “vanguard” in

Hongjun’s expectations for the

the development of the times,

publishers and writers. At the

the digital transformation of

Bookuu Group: “We must build

society, and the industry to

same time, it provides content

Zhejiang Publishing & Media.

a content production and dis-

establish the corporate values

services and e-commerce ser-

Its Torch Knowledge Service

semination platform with user

that “thoughts lead the times,

vices such as digital reading,

Platform was launched in 15

data analysis and application as

knowledge serves users”. Bao

knowledge payment, education

applications, introduced nearly

the core, realize content mon-

Hongjun, pointing out the

classrooms, and merchandise

100 full content authorized

etization and viewer monetiza-

direction of the company’s de-

sales for all kinds of users.

partners, launched 6,800 kinds

tion, and build a protection for

velopment, said, “I hope that

In 2019, Zhejiang Pub-

of e-books, established more

our digital content and compete

one day, when our future gen-

lishing & Media merged the

than 30 course partners, and

with online publishing compa-

erations define the ideological,

four companies of the Bookuu

offers more than 300 types of

nies.”

academic, and mental discourse

Group, Digital Media Com-

course products. In fact, the

of this era, they can benefit

pany, Journal Headquarters,

digital reading section of the

and Electronics Publishing

Bookuu Group started very ear-

House to form Bookuu Digital

ly compared to its peers in the

Responding to the Question
of the Era: Interview with
Bao Hongjun

Publishing Media Group Co.,

country. It has leading advan-

The listing of Zhejiang

ing giants, Zhejiang Publishing

Ltd., which has various license

tages in digital reading, book e-

Publishing & Media on the

& Media is late to go public.

qualifications such as electronic

commerce, knowledge services

main board of the Shanghai

What are the considerations

audiovisual, digital publish-

and other businesses. The sub-

Stock Exchange also means

when it comes to the timing of

ing, online games, webcasting,

ordinate “Global E-commerce”

that market-leading local pub-

listing?

from the contribution of Zhejiang Publishing & Media.”
Among the local publish-
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The timing of listing is

there will be new opportuni-

with new industrial vision, new

our circle of friends. We will

both passive and active. How-

ties to transform and upgrade

technical background, and new

not be profit-oriented, and

ever, in a passive situation, we

traditional publishing compa-

operation and maintenance

will not implement investment

embarked on an active listing

nies, which can win the long-

mode, and continue to maintain

strategies without distinction,

path.

term competitive advantages

and surpass the status formed

discrimination, and selection

Our consideration of list-

of both traditional and digital

in the traditional industrial

in the capital market. We will

ing is mainly based on whether,

publishing, which is good for

system. Zhejiang Publishing

choose our circle of friends

as a culturally listed company,

the sustainable development of

& Media will definitely give

with the goal of consolidating

we can take the initiative to

Zhejiang Publishing & Media

the capital market a brand-new

and enhancing our publishing

assume cultural responsibility

and helps fulfill the mission

publishing and media company

product lines. We will invest in

when grasping new opportuni-

as a state-owned publishing

in the future.

the projects that are beneficial to

ties, planting new advantages,

enterprise.

Will it expand investment

this principle and logic. If they

and gathering new momentum.

At present, publishing

and mergers in private book

are not, we will give up without

Zhejiang Publishing United

stocks were given less atten-

companies and related compa-

hesitation even if we make a lot

Group was included in the pro-

tion in the capital market, and

nies after listing?

of money every day.

vincial government’s “Phoenix

the secondary market generally

Private book companies

Judging from chairman,

Plan” in 2018. Theoretically

gives local publishing groups

are an active force in the devel-

in the next few years, what

speaking, the listing process

low valuations. In this environ-

opment of the content industry,

kind of company do you hope

had already begun at that time.

ment, how does Zhejiang Pub-

especially in the planning of

that Zhejiang Publishing &

In the third wave of listings in

lishing & Media position itself

best-selling books, and they are

Media will become? What do

the publishing industry, many

in the capital market?

the benchmark for us.

you think is the core value of

people think that market divi-

From an industry perspec-

We f o c u s o n t h e m a i n

Zhejiang Publishing & Media’s

dends are not that high, and cul-

tive, publishing and media

business and pay great atten-

future for society, the country

tural reforms are not oriented

are traditional industries, and

tion to the product operation

and the industry?

to listings, and that listings are

low valuations are normal and

of excellent private book com-

My dream is far away and

unnecessary. However, we feel

objectively reflect the funda-

panies. Whether in content or

very realistic. I hope that one

that publishing companies must

mentals of the industry. The

capital, we are willing to seek

day, when our descendants de-

become market players with

securities market uses feet to

cooperation in a positive, open,

fine the ideological, academic,

inherent development endow-

vote, and the core elements of

and inclusive attitude. This also

and mental discourses of this

ments, and they must establish

a company, such as revenue

reflects Zhejiang Publishing &

era, they will benefit from

a modern corporate governance

structure, profit composition,

Media’s ambition as a state-

the contribution of Zhejiang

structure. By building a modern

strategic trends, and corporate

owned cultural enterprise, and

Publishing & Media. Success

corporate system that meets the

governance have been thor-

its firm determination and con-

doesn’t have to be with me, but

requirements of market compe-

oughly analyzed by investors

fidence to enter the market.

success must be because of me.

tition and increasing the system

and the media.

After Zhejiang Publish-

Putting it another way, the

and management requirements

What Zhejiang Publishing

ing & Media went public, our

values of Zhejiang Publishing

of market players, they must be

& Media has to do is to focus

foundation is to improve our-

& Media that “ideology leads

shaped as market players which

on its main publishing business,

selves, to forge the company

the times, knowledge serves us-

can truly win market competi-

promote reform and innovation

into a publishing company that

ers” are far from being realized.

tion.

with stronger determination; fo-

faces the Chinese thought mar-

When will they be realized?

I believe that opportuni-

cus on users; publish and plan

ket, has internal vitality, and is

This is when the offline and

ties in the capital market will

paper books, e-books, audios

sustainable, so as to fulfill our

online publications of Zhejiang

always exist. It does not mat-

and videos; and use new media

mission of market-oriented de-

Publishing United Group can

ter sooner or later, but once

to form a network-wide market-

velopment and growth.

become the iconic publications

you go to the capital market

ing system to integrate online

At the same time, we must

of the current and “now”, lead-

and rely on professional and

and offline resources. We re-

make full use of the capital

ing the trend of mainstream

market capabilities, I believe

structure our industrial system

market to discover and build

values in this era.
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and the Medical Social His-

more than 20 countries, earn-

After the overseas edi-

500,000 copies; The House on

tory Research and Publishing

ing nearly one million RMB in

tions of Combat the Covid-19

Mango Street sold more than

Center, which have achieved

royalties, making it the high-

with Childlike Heart: Big Eyes

700,000 copies; and Life of Pi

remarkable results.

est output product of PPM in

Warming Heart Picture Book

sold more than 50 million copies.

Fourth, PPM is actively

terms of royalties in the past

came out one after another,

carrying out Sino-foreign

decade.

the US book trade magazine

Publishing these imported

cooperative publishing and

Praise from International
Media

Publishers Weekly focused on

books not only achieved good

promoting the masterpiece of

social and economic benefits,

the book series Masks Which

but also improved the edi-

create leading products that

After the German edition

Love Counting. Lebanese na-

tor’s vision and ability to plan

cover important key topics.

of Bronze and Sunflower was

tional TV station MTV focused

books. However, the copy-

U n d e r P P M , T he Be a ut i ful

published in 2015, the Frank-

on this book series and broad-

rights PPM exported overseas,

Childhood international manu-

furter Allgemeine Zeitung,

casted the Arabic publicity film

except for classic works such

script project of Jiangsu PPM

which has the largest circula-

of this set of books; more than

a s B r o n z e a n d S u n f l o w e r,

Children’s Publishing House

tion in Germany, published a

a dozen media such as Nepal’s

have only sold 3,000 copies

has published The Travel at

long report entitled “Fireflies

Contemporary Weekly, Leba-

overseas, which is considered

Fourteen Years Old (Italy) and

and Phosphorus”, saying that

non’s News, and Vietnam’s

a good performance. Liter-

Petofi Street No. 8 (Hungary),

“Cao Wenxuan’s magical words

Labor Daily introduced this set

ary and academic books have

and the copyrights have been

and slightly sad metaphors rep-

of books.

average sales of 500 - 1,000

exported.

resent the process of civiliza-

Reports from overseas

copies. Of course, the volume

International and Multilingual Export

tion finally defeating falsehood,

mainstream media have effec-

of the overseas book market is

and defending the beauty of

tively enhanced the internation-

much smaller than the domes-

words in the literary world with

al dissemination and visibility

tic market, which is an objec-

Children’s book Bronze

his works, and the significance

of books by PPM.

tive reality. However, how to

and Sunflower achieved copy-

of sunflower as the core image of the work is much higher

won many important interna-

than that of sunflower for Van

tional awards such as the Free-

Gogh.”

Challenges Facing the Internationalization of Publishing

effectively increase the sales

right export to 19 countries and

international manuscript
preparation and striving to

of overseas editions is still
an important aspect that PPM
needs to think about and focus

man Award for Young Adult/

After the Italian edition

The influence of imported

Middle School Literature in the

of Bronze and Sunflower was

books and exported books in

The world’s publishing

US. As of the end of May, the

published, the Bologna Book

the domestic and foreign mar-

powers, such as the United

English and Italian translations

Fair World Bestseller Series

kets is very different. In recent

S t a t e s , G e r m a n y, F r a n c e ,

had sold 33,000 copies and had

publicity magazine commented:

years, PPM has introduced

Spain, and Russia, all regard

been highly praised by the local

“We live in a globalized world,

and created a number of super

publishing as an important

mainstream media.

but we often don’t know our

bestsellers in China, for ex-

channel for cultural outreach,

The copyright of Combat

‘neighbors’, and don’t know

ample, The Catcher in the Rye

as an effective way to show-

the Covid-19 with Childlike

their thoughts and their culture.

has sold more than 4.5 mil-

case their national image and

H e a r t : B i g E y e s Wa r m i n g

The greatest children’s book

lion copies of all editions; 84,

improve their international

Heart Picture Book has been

writer in China today uses poet-

Charing Cross Road has sold

communication capabilities.

exported to 19 countries and

ry-like words to tell the friend-

more than 1 million copies;

On the positive side, the in-

published in 15 languages and

ship stories that took place in

Autobiography of Park Geun-

troduction of high-end and

sold in more than 40 countries.

the Chinese countryside in a

hye: Frustration Trains Me and

valuable works from abroad

Jackie Chan: I Become Old

simple manner through the

Hope Stimulate Me sold more

helps to broaden horizons, un-

Before I Grow Up has sold

changes of a family, full of hu-

than 1 million copies; To Kill

derstand international publish-

copyrights in 12 languages to

manity and sincerity.”

a Mockingbird sold more than

ing trends, and understand the

on in the future.
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ideological context. The in-

dig deeper into the rich aca-

increasing role of new media

new goals will be added dur-

troduction of academic books

demic resources of a number

in book sales. There are op-

ing the period 2021-2025: one

will have a positive effect on

of prestigious universities

portunities in these changes.

is to realize the multilingual

China’s scientific development

such as Harvard University

PPM is looking closely at the

and multi-national export of

and academic innovation,

in the United States, the Uni-

these trends and, in accordance

one book; the second is to

thereby gradually narrowing

versity of Birmingham in the

with the overall requirements

increase royalty revenue; and

the gap and improving origi-

United Kingdom, Roland Uni-

of building a “dual cycle” de-

the third is to continue to pro-

nality.

versity in Hungary, and the

velopment pattern at home and

mote international manuscript
preparation.

Based on data from PPM

Catholic University of Chile.

abroad, plans to join hands with

over several years, the top five

PPM is also looking at how

the overseas publishing indus-

In addition, digital pub-

import source countries are

to carry out more extensive

try, using media integration as a

lishing is also an important

the United States, the United

cooperations, expand business

starting point.

direction. Digital publishing

Kingdom, Japan, France, and

cooperation with important

As the wo r l d b e g i n s t o

can be spread overseas through

Germany. From the perspec-

cultural and publishing insti-

normalize during the continu-

online channels. The successful

tive of imported genres, the

tutions—such as UNESCO,

ation of the pandemic, PPM

promotion of overseas digital

top three currently introduced

Taylor & Francis in the United

will rely on the advantages

publishing during the Covid-19

are children’s books (picture

Kingdom, Cengage Learning

of online bookstores and new

pandemic has shown that digi-

books, children’s literature,

Group in the United States,

media to create a new model

tal reading has risen against the

etc.), literature, and social

Springer in Germany, Brill

for publishing to go global.

market and a bright future can

sciences. The proportion of

Publishing in the Netherlands

This move not only meets the

be expected. Specific measures

science and technology books

and other important cultural

relevant requirements of the

are as follows: First, PPM will

is not high. PPM believes that

and publishing institutions—

national plan for 2021-2025 to

integrate its content resources,

children’s books have a huge

and cooperate with industry

“build an internationally com-

develop and form a database,

impact on children’s outlook

media like Publishers Weekly,

petitive digital industry clus-

and bring export-oriented

on life and theworld, and long-

Publishing Perspectives, and

ter”, but also serves as a use-

digital publishing products to

term influences from overseas

The Bookseller.

ful exploration for exploring

market. This database cannot

cultures pose a challenge to

Opportunities Facing the
Internationalization of Publishing

overseas markets and seeking

be large and scaled. It must be

new profit models.

internationalized in form and

In the past five years,

content to make it easy to be

PPM has achieved good re-

accepted overseas. Second,

thus the contribution to the de-

As early as five years ago,

sults in its “going global”

PPM aims to innovate its over-

velopment of natural sciences

many people predicted that

work. The number of coun-

seas operation model, using

is not enough.

Chinese education. The proportion of science and technology books is insufficient, and

paper books would be replaced

tries to which it has exported

platforms such as Amazon and

Professional communi-

by e-books. But so far, in the

copyrights and products has

Apple, to promote PPM’s pub-

c a tio n c h a n n e l s ne e d t o be

post-pandemic era, paper books

continued to increase, and its

lications directly to overseas

further expanded. Through the

still have a place at home and

overseas strategy has taken

readers. The third is to develop

efforts in recent years, PPM

abroad. It is worth noting that

shape. In the future, PPM’s

online courses for “Belt and

has connected with a number

with the continuation of the

international cooperation will

Road” countries. According to

of important partners overseas

pandemic, online bookstore

continue to focus on publish-

the curriculum design and edu-

and has also achieved coop-

sales have risen to varying de-

ing cooperation as a center,

cation outline, we will gather

eration results. However, we

grees in many countries. This

and the group wwill actively

various text, audio, and video

deeply feel that the potential

is accompanied by the closure

improve international com-

resources, and form an online

of overseas channels has not

and decreasing sales of physi-

munication capabilities and

course system that integrates

been fully utilized. The group

cal bookstores, especially in-

expand the cultural influence

learning, training, and exami-

is examining how to further

dependent bookstores, and the

overseas. On this basis, three

nation.
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Anhui Publishing Group:
New Era, New Start, New Height
By Zhu Handong(Chief Editor of Time Publishing & Media Co., Ltd)

Anhui Publishing Group’s
Achievements in the Past
Five Years
Anhui Publishing Group,
established in 2005, is a largescale state-owned cultural enterprise that holds a controlling
stake in Time Publishing & Media Co., Ltd. The group has top
comprehensive abilities to go
global in the national publishing industry. It has been selected as one of the top 30 national
cultural enterprises 11 times,
a n d w o n i m p o r t a n t a w a r ds
such as “the most influential
enterprise in China’s copyright

cultural products across a wide

business that continues to grow

quality books were published

industry”, “top press and publi-

range of businesses, large copy-

steadily.

overseas.

cation company going global”,

right trade volume, growing

“Going global” of prod-

“Going global” of proj-

“China Copyright Gold Award”,

overseas channels, and many

ucts: Since the establishment

ects: The group promotes the

and “National Copyright Model

international partners.

of the group, Anhui has estab-

building of major projects on

Company”. The group and its

In the past five years, the

lished strategic partnerships

multiple platforms. It has joined

14 companies were selected

company has gradually trans-

with well-known cultural com-

the China-Central and Eastern

as key national cultural export

formed its international busi-

panies in more than 50 coun-

European Countries Publishing

enterprises, and it is one of the

ness from a single copyright

tries and regions around the

Alliance, Frankfurt Book Fair’s

leading local publishing groups

export to the export of diverse

world, and it has established

IPR License online copyright

in the country.

products, from single-product

business dealings with 37

trading platform, as well as other

Since 2016, Anhui Pub-

rights deals to deep-level capi-

countries along the “Belt and

international organizations, and

lishing Group has been dedi-

tal cooperation, and from the

Road”, ranking among the top

international book fair platforms.

cated to telling Chinese stories

traditional cooperation model

in the country for 13 consecu-

Its 27 projects such as the “Com-

and has continued to expand

to new media and businesses.

tive years. From 2016 to 2020,

prehensive Promotion of Chinese

cultural exchanges and cultural

Anhui’s strategy has gone from

more than 3,000 copyrights

Culture Platform in South Asia”,

trade with foreign countries.

“going global” of individual

were exported, more than 100

“Colorful Silk Road” Chinese

The “Going Global” business

products to “going global” with

book projects were selected as

folk culture overseas promotion

segments have rapidly devel-

projects, capital, and indus-

key national publishing proj-

platform, and the “Silk Road

oped to include publishing and

try—forming an international

ects, and more than 1,300 high-

Children’s Book International
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Cooperation Alliance” have been

international and domestic mar-

selected as key national cultural

kets, and strengthening the top-

export projects. More than 300

level design of “going global”.

projects have been selected in

While strengthening the build-

the “Chinese Book Outbound

ing of upstream content and

Promotion Program”, “Classic

downstream channels, it also

Chinese Books International

actively cultivates large-scale

Publishing Project”, the “Silk

international communication

Road Book Project”, and other

through external and internal

key national cultural “going

cooperation to continuously im-

global” projects. The group has

prove the level of “going glob-

promoted the “going global” of

al” across the entire industry

more books that reflect the char-

capital of Ghana, to expand

The development of animation

chain. The group aimes to build

acteristics of the modern times

smart cities, smart campuses,

IP derivatives like “Dog Team

a new all-media international

and show the charm of Anhui.

and other businesses.

Made Great Contributions” has

communication channel with

“Going global” of capital:

“Going Global” of culture:

achieved a cumulative revenue

original content as the founda-

The group’s international co-

The Anhui Publishing Group

of over 10 million yuan and has

tion, innovation as the driving

operation business is active in

uses international exhibitions

been sold to many countries in

force, and overseas entity incu-

more than 100 countries and

to gather resources and carry

Southeast Asia. The group also

bation as a method to improve

regions, and has established

out various forms of foreign

continues to cooperate with

quality and efficiency of “going

physical companies in Po-

cultural exchange activities to

customers in the United States

global”.

land, Lebanon, and Ethiopia.

enhance its international influ-

and Chile to develop the design

The second practice is to

Among them, Time Publish-

ence. Since 2016, the group has

of Disney’s authorized prod-

progress from “going global”

ing & Media Co., Ltd, which

participated in more than 30

uct series. The scale of import

to “walking in”. China’s pub-

is controlled by the group, has

large-scale international exhi-

and export of cultural products

lishing industry is undergoing

created three “going global”

bitions, independently created

and equipment continues to

a shift from high-speed growth

physical projects: Polish Time

more than 10 foreign cultural

expand, with business covering

to high-quality development,

– MarszałekPublishing Com-

exchange platforms—such

nearly 100 countries and re-

from scale expansion to value

pany for Central and Eastern

as the “Beautiful Anhui Silk

gions around the world. Anhui

enhancement, and the business

Europe, Lebanon Time Future

Road Book Culture Promotion

WhyWinInternational Econom-

upgrade of “going global” is

Company for the Middle East,

Center” in Poland—and suc-

ic and Trade Co., Ltd., a sub-

becoming more and more ur-

and Singapore Time Publish-

cessfully held the Anhui Lit-

sidiary of the group, achieved

gent. Aiming at the problems of

ing for Southeast Asia. Driven

erature and Culture Center in

a total cultural trade of 97 mil-

“going global” being easy but

by these three leading projects,

Russia, Time Publishing Anhui

lion US dollars in 2019, and its

“walking in” being difficult,

the group is present in key “go-

Book Promotion Conference,

main export categories include

the group closely follows the

ing global” regions to build a

Anhui Tourism World Tour,

LCD TVs, electronic education

national cultural “going global”

core circle of overseas strategic

and other activities. The group

products, stationery, etc.

strategy by increasing cross-

partners. Antai Technology

enhances the quality of cultural

Company, a subsidiary of the

service export with creative

group, is expanding foreign

design, and foreign service

cultural trade in the Middle

trade continues to extend to the

The Main Practices of Anhui Publishing Group’s
Cultural “Going Global”

East and Africa, has established

cultural industry chain: The

The first practice is to

ed development thinking. The

a subsidiary in Ethiopia, and is

self-developed Dolphin Baby

climb high and look far, brave-

group carries out cultural ex-

cooperating with the Ethiopian

series of multimedia interactive

ly rise to the forefront. The

changes and capital operations

Ministry of Education to build

reading e-books are distributed

group adheres to the develop-

in an orderly manner, especially

smart education cloud projects.

in the global market and sold

ment strategy of “going global”

with countries along the “Belt

It has an office in Accra, the

to 84 countries and regions.

of culture, coordinating the

and Road” and neighboring

border integration, flexibly operating capital, and integrating
culture and technology, culture
and tourism, and other integrat-
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countries, and promotes the localization and effectiveness of
“going global”. Since 2020, in
the face of the impact of the epidemic, the group has organized
all publishing houses under the
group to use new media integration technology to integrate and
condense copyright information,
innovate content expressions,
produce more than 100 kinds of
short English videos for copyright promotion, and build “going global” resources databases.
The group conducts online communication for overseas markets
to promote Chinese culture,
spread Chinese voices, empower
international cultural commu-

conducting overseas training,

of Lebanon Time Future Co.,

tion. At present, the “circle of

nication, and help “go global”.

and more. From 2016 to 2020,

Ltd.—were awarded the “Special

friends” has covered 37 coun-

The new international exchange

a total of 9 people in the group

Contribution Award for Chinese

tries including Russia, Poland,

and dissemination model has

were rated as “role models in

Books”, because they are in-

Romania, Serbia, Armenia,

changed the business forms of

promoting export and import of

troducing contemporary China

India, Nepal, Lebanon, Turkey,

“going global”, presented the

copyright”, and 13 people were

overseas, promoting Chinese

Egypt, Vietnam, and Singapore.

diversity of copyright content

rated as “outstanding copyright

culture and Chinese publications,

“Going global” with Chi-

promotion, and created more

managers nationwide”.

and offering other outstanding

nese culture has become a com-

contributions.

mon cause for everyone in the

possibilites for the effectiveness

In addition, the group se-

of the overseas dissemination of

lects and hires foreign talent

The fourth practice lies in

Chinese culture.

circle of partners to “roll up their

who are skilled at international

the motto “our friends are all

The third practice is to

operations in the publishing field

over the world”. “Going glob-

2021 is the first year of the

build an international team of

as international cooperation con-

al” requires someone to do the

new five-year plan. Standing

talented professionals. The key

sultants in accordance with the

initial work, and “walking in”

at the starting point of this new

to going global effectively lies

business needs of different types

requires someone continue that

journey, the group will adhere to

in talent. On the one hand, based

of projects and different types of

work. The overseas strategic

high-level publishing, continue to

on the internationalization of its

markets for “going global”. From

partnership circle is the guar-

promote the high-quality devel-

own talents, the group has built

2016 to 2020, the group hired 8

antee for the implementation

opment of “going global”, build

a team that understands domes-

publishers and sinologists as in-

of international cooperation.

a three-dimensional and diversi-

tic and foreign markets, knows

ternational consultants, including

The group closely follows the

fied pattern of cultural exchange,

international business rules, is

Adam Marshavik (Poland), Con-

national cultural “going global”

expand cultural communication

familiar with business rules and

stantine Luboan (Romania), Mo-

strategy, strengthening cultural

and cultural trade, and actively

international operations, and

hammed Khatib (Lebanon), and

exchanges and cooperation with

build an international high-qual-

excels at cross cultural commu-

Martin Woesler (Germany). Two

key countries and regions along

ity “going global” brand, change

nications. The team is training

heads of overseas subsidiaries—

the “Belt and Road”, building

from cultural “going global” to

full-time copyright trade person-

Ms. Joanna Marshavik, general

the group’s “circle of friends”

“walking in”, and form a new

nel, undertaking international

manager of Polish Time-Mar-

along the Belt and Road, and

three-dimensional and diversified

cooperation project tasks, at-

shavik Publishing Group, and

achieving mutual benefit and

industrial form of international

tending international book fairs,

Mr. Mohamed Khatib, president

win-win results in coopera-

cooperation.

sleeves and work together”.
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China Readers:

Chinese Spirit, International View
By Ma Jianhui

The “China Readers”

via interesting and informative

both Chinese spirit and an

Shanghai International Studies

English reading.

international view; the other

University), expert from the

People’s Education Press and

Zheng Wangquan, editor-

is that it is a Chinese original

Foreign Languages Bureau; in

National Geographic Learning

in-chief of the series, is the

work with excellent pictures

terms of the subject, the series

(part of Cengage Learning),

deputy editor-in-chief, editor

and texts.

has been examined by experts

is a set of English-language

and reviewer of People’s Edu-

At present, most similar

from the People’s Education

books designed to promote

cation Press and was responsi-

types of books are imported,

Press as well as research in-

and spread the cream of Chi-

ble for compiling multiple sets

translated, and compiled; orig-

stitutions such as the Palace

nese culture. The series is

of high school English text-

inal and high-quality English-

Museum, Dunhuang Academy,

based on the theme of “Tasting

books. The Chinese editorial

language books that showcase

Dongba Culture Research In-

Chinese Culture in English

team has participated in the

Chinese spirit from an interna-

stitute of Yunnan Academy of

Learning”. The framework

compilation of multiple sets of

tional perspective are difficult

Social Sciences, Institute of

is co-written by Chinese and

primary and secondary school

to find. The China Readers se-

Physics, and Chinese Acad-

foreign experts. It is written

textbooks as well as educa-

ries fills the gap in the market.

emy of Sciences.

by American author Patrick

tional books; the team has

The author, Patrick Wallace,

The series aims at young

Wallace and compiled by the

extensive experience in plan-

has lived in China for more

English-speakers in China

editors of People’s Education

ning, writing, and cooperation

than ten years; he loves and

and abroad. The topic angle,

P r e s s . T h e s e r i e s o ff e r s a n

with foreign counterparts.

series, jointly published by

understands China. He writes

language difficulty, activity

international perspective on

P a t r i c k Wa l l a c e i s t h e

with facts and affection, and

design, and layout design has

China and Chinese culture,

American writer of the series

writes contemporary Chinese

taken the reading preferences

and it integrates the promotion

and an expert in English lan-

stories in beautiful and vivid

of the younger generation

of excellent Chinese culture

guage teaching. He’s also the

language. During compilation,

into consideration. The series

with English-language text.

author of the new high school

the Chinese and foreign teams

includes reading activities

The series is well-illustrated

English textbook compiled by

focused on China while inte-

related to language ability,

and suitable for young English

the People’s Education Press.

grating Chinese and foreign

thinking skills and cultural

speakers in China and abroad.

He participated in the compi-

values. They held in-depth

awareness enhancement .

There are four sets of

lation of multiple sets of for-

discussions, cooperated close-

There are two versions of

books: wisdom and beliefs,

eign language textbooks, was

ly, and pursued high-quality

American and British record-

literature and art, technol-

engaged in English-language

content.

ings with Chinese traditional

ogy and civilization, and folk

teaching in Chinese middle

In terms of language and

music, which will organically

customs. Each set includes

schools and universities, and

teaching, the series has been

integrate the promotion of the

five single-line books, and the

has many years of experience

vetted by a range of language-

cream of Chinese culture with

seires has a total number of 20

as an author and editor in

learning and translation

English learning, and meet the

books. Each book concentrates

well-known presses.

experts, including Chinese

language learning needs of

on one representative Chinese

The “China Readers”

textbook expert Liu Daoyi,

young readers.

cultural theme and conveys

series has two outstanding

Professor Mei Deming (the

Pictures, texts, and ex-

Chinese thought and values

features. One is that it has

Dean of the School of English,

quisite production are the
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ment trend of the contemporary

Notions of Civilization and

at the heart of a global world

Legalism and other schools of

world, providing new ideas and

Culture in China, Harmon-

view above other consider-

thought. This pivot delineates

methods for addressing many

ism as an Alternative, Zhong

ations, transcending the notion

the rationale of the Chinese

problems facing the world. In

and Zhongyong in Confucian

of nation state. In a highly

philosophy of harmony and its

coping with COVID-19, eco-

Classics, The Soul of Creation

interconnected and globalized

implications for modern social

nomic crisis, climate warming

(Shensi), and Beauty and Hu-

world, the idea of Tianxia can

practices worldwide. It notably

and other challenges, people

man Existence in Chinese

offer a new 21st century vision

reexamines the relevance of hé

around the world can draw in-

Philosophy. The concepts of

of international relations and

beyond the realm of philoso-

spiration from ancient Chinese

Chinese thought and culture

world order, based on a harmo-

phy, and how this concept can

philosophy, thus strengthening

expounded therein not only

nized global organization de-

impact on modern day human

cooperation and striving to

encapsulate the wisdom of

fined by the “all-inclusiveness

relations, amongst individuals

build a fairer and more prosper-

the Chinese culture, but also

principle.” Promoting the

and families as well as on a

ous world together.”

constitute the common cultural

ontology of co-existence and

wider societal scale. It explores

However, due to style and

treasure of the human race. Ex-

relational rationality hand in

how hé can affect perspectives

volume restrictions, the histori-

ploration into the evolution of

hand with rational risk aversion

on political interaction, interna-

cal context, semantic context,

their meanings and their influ-

in a globalized world, this pivot

tional relations and human con-

origin and evolution, academic

ence on the contemporary soci-

makes the case that Tianxia

flict, as well as the interaction

influence and the underlying

ety will benefit communication

could offer a new vision for

between man and nature. Ad-

humanistic spirits, values, and

and dialogues between cultures.

contemporary world order,

dressing the inevitable tension

redefining the universality and

between theory and practice,

legitimacy of politics.

this book argues for the very

modern implications haven’t
been fully elaborated for some
of the concepts in Key Con-

The following are synopses of the seven volumes:

real relevance of hé in 21st cen-

cepts in Chinese Thought and

tury cultural, social, political

Culture. To give overseas audi-

and economic spheres in China

ences a more comprehensive

and beyond.

and in-depth understanding
of them, FLTRP and Springer
Nature have jointly planned
the “Key Concepts in Chinese
Thought and Culture Series”
(English Edition).
This series features com-

Harmonism as an Alternative

demic theories of independent

Redefining A Philosophy
for World Governance

research by the respective au-

This Key Concepts pivot

considers the fundamental Chi-

thors. Integrating professional

discusses the contemporary rel-

nese cultural ideal of harmony

studies with popular interest,

evance of the ancient Chinese

(hé/和). Historically originat-

Modern Notions of Civilization and Culture in China

it emphasizes integration of

concept of Tianxia or “All-

ing from Confucianism, the

This Key Concepts pivot

corroboration with exposition

Under-Heaven” and argues the

concept of harmony sits at the

examines the fundamental

and equal emphasis on Oriental

case for a new global political

heart of traditional Chinese cul-

Chinese ideas of “Civilization”

and Occidental scholarship.

philosophy. “All-under-heaven”

ture, which is characteristically

and “culture”, considering their

So far, seven titles have been

is a conceptualization of the

morality-based and harmony-

extensive influence both over

published, namely, Redefining

world as the composition of

conscious due to the central

Chinese society and East Asian

A Philosophy for World Gov-

three realms: the physical, psy-

role of pragmatic reasoning and

societies. The pivot analyses

ernance, Redefining Chinese

chological and political, which

wisdom nurtured through Con-

the traditional connotations of

Literature and Art, Modern

places inclusivity and harmony

fucianism, Daoism, Mohism,

those two concepts and their

prehensive and original aca-

This Key Concepts pivot
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evolution in the Sino-Western

will into a highly consistent

human behaviours, but also the

the book provides a valuable

exchanges as well as their

concept across its personal

law governing the operation of

introduction to aesthetic

renewed interpretation and

and public spheres. The book

heaven and earth. Since then,

theory in Chines philosophy

application by contemporary

explores how the concept has

idealist Confucian scholars of

and art.

Chinese scholars. It analyses

been a widely used creative

the Song and Ming dynasties

how the years 1840-1900 which

technique even in the earliest

have developed the meaning of

mark a period of major transi-

collections of Chinese poems,

“middle” from the perspective

tion in China challenged these

using metaphor and symbolism

of the relationships between

concepts, and highlights how

to set the scene and indicate

heaven and man, a fundamental

the pursuit of innovation and

thoughts and emotions invested

norm of Confucian ethics.

international perspective gave

in the vehicle of metaphor, as

birth to new values and para-

well as its impact on Chinese

digm shifts, and culminated in

literature and philosophy as a

the May Fourth New Culture

domain of multiple meanings in

Movement. Considering the un-

classical Chinese aesthetics.

derlying humanistic ideas in the

Beauty and Human
Existence in Chinese Philosophy

key concepts of traditional Chi-

This book considers

nese civilization and culture,

the Chinese conception of

this pivot contributes to this

beauty from a historical

series of Chinese Key Concept

perspective with regard to

of the conceptual evolutions

T h e S o u l o f C re a t i o n
(Shensi)

brought about by the change of

This Key Concepts pivot

existence. It examines the

explores the aesthetic concept

etymological implications

of “imaginative contemplation.”

Zhong and Zhongyong in
Confucian Classics

of the pictographic character

Drawing on key literature

mei, the totemic symbolism of

to provide a comprehensive

beauty, the ferocious beauty

This Key Concept pivot

and systematic study of the

of the bronzeware. Further

explores the trajectory of the

term, the book offer a unique

on, it proceeds to look into

semantic generation and evolu-

analysis and definition of

the conceptual progression of

tion of two core concepts of

the connotations of the term,

beauty in such main schools

ancient Chinese Confucianism,

describing its aesthetic mentality

of thought as Confucianism,

Zhong (middle) and Zhongyong

and examining the issue of

Daoism and Chan Buddhism.

by offering a unique analysis

values in 21st century China.

its significant relation to
human personality and human

(golden mean). In the pre-Qin

imaginative contemplation

Redefining Chinese Literature and Art

Then, it goes on to illustrate

period, Confucius advocated

versus imagination in artistic

through art and literature

“middle line” and “golden

creative thinking, especially

the leading principles of

This Key Concepts pivot

mean” as the highest standards

as regards the characteristics

e q u i l i b r i u m - h a r m o n y,

discusses the significance of

for gentlemanly behaviour

of contingent thinking in

spontaneous naturalness, subtle

the ancient Chinese concept of

and culture. In The Doctrine

aesthetics. It focuses on drawing

void and synthetic possibilities.

“xing” or “Association” in de-

of the Mean, the Confucian

parallels between imaginative

I t a l s o o ff e r s a d i s c u s s i o n

fining Chinese civilization and

class of the late Warring States

contemplation and aesthetic

of modern change and

thought through the centuries.

Period, “middle” obtained the

emotions, aesthetic rationality,

transcultural creation conducted

An approach unique to literary

ontological meaning of “great

and artistic expression as well

with particular reference to the

creation in China, “xing” high-

fundamental virtues of the

as aesthetic form. Examining

theory of the poetic state par

lights the importance Chinese

world,” due to the influence of

the relationship between

excellence (yi jing shuo) and

civilization sets by the integra-

Taoism and Yinyang School. It

imaginative contemplation and

that of art as sedimentation (ji

tion of intellect, emotion and

became not only the norm of

the aesthetic configuration,

dian shuo).
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Guangxi Normal University Press: Building an
International Development Platform
By Zhang Jingyan

In the area of international
development, Guangxi Normal
University Press has undergone
several stages of “going global”
with its products and copyrights, enterprises and capital,
and services and creativity. The
press has successfully created a
unique model for China’s publishing houses to go global.
In recent years, how has
Guangxi Normal University
Press’s brand been accelerated
by its projects like Bridge of
Art, Magic Image, and Mysterious Island? How is the press
enhancing its international

Huang Xuanzhuang, Chairman of Guangxi Normal University Press Group Co., Ltd.

communications capacity and

the Bridge of Art project of the

uct line, the Bridge of Art has

published. The annual series

building a shared platform for

Guangxi Normal University

brought together international

covers artists, designers, manu-

international development?

Publishing Group has become

influential artists and design-

facturing, and folk arts, and it

Huang Xuanzhuang, Chairman

an important bridge for com-

ers such as Bing, Bai Ming,

now encompasses more than a

of Guangxi Normal University

munication between Chinese

Zhang Yonghe, Jin Yucheng and

dozen English books. In 2018,

Press Group Co., Ltd., was

and foreign publishers, for in-

Patrik Schumacher. We have

the Bridge of Art created the

interviewed by China Publish-

ternational exchange, and for

launched a series of high-quality

international academic journal,

ers Magazine about the press’s

cross-border cultural and artistic

international publications such

Architecture China, to actively

progress and achievements.

development after five years of

as the Design Library and the

disseminate modern Chinese

Brand Matrix Grows Up

development.

Annual Series. The Design Li-

architecture and promote the de-

The Bridge of Art has en-

brary includes collected essays

velopment of Chinese architec-

As an important member of

tered the development phase of

from all over the world and

ture and culture. The journal has

the brand family of the Guangxi

rapid integration and optimiza-

published them internation-

now published five issues and is

University Press, how have

tion in accordance with the in-

ally. The series is divided into

widely recognized in the field.

projects like Bridge of Arts con-

ternational development strategy

architecture, graphic design,

In the area of platform

tributed to your product line and

of our press. One notable devel-

fashion, landscape, indoor de-

building and international

the platform during the last five

opment is the global art design

sign, technology, packaging,

promotion, the Bridge of Art

years?

distribution channel available

life, and new media. At present,

promotes an annual selection

with ACC Publishing Group.

some 50 book,s in both Chinese

of artists, designers, and their

and English versions, have been

works through various chan-

Since appearing in the
Frankfurt Book Fair in 2016,

In the building of the prod-
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nels of international exhibition

ization has transformed and up-

mission of “introducing read-

countries. Chinese education for

platforms in Beijing, London,

graded the publishing industry.

ing to the world’s youth and

children abroad (aged 3-6) is

Frankfurt, and Venice. Through

In terms of going global,

publishing original, high-quality

mainly carried out by the fam-

various trade shows, a rich va-

apart from the Bridge of Art,

books.” The Mystery Island

ily, and for parents, a wealth of

riety of events were held: the

what are the other important

product line incudes mainly

structured learning materials

Global Publishers New Book

brands and products from the

adolescent literature, youth sci-

and guidance for education their

Promotion Conference, Zhu

Guangxi Normal University

ence education books, illustrated

children is essential for success.

Yingchun’s speeches, the 2019

Press?

children’s books, youth sports

For Chinese teaching institu-

L o n d o n D e s i g n M u s e u m ’s

In recent years, the brand

books, and parenting books.

tions abroad, language educa-

Bridge of Art Exchange meet-

building of our press has been

So far, copyrights to over 50

tion urgently requires systematic

ing, the 2019 Frankfurt Book

steadily advancing, becoming

Mystery Island children’s books

and standardized curriculum, as

Fair ARTS+ program , and the

increasingly stronger and richer.

have an export agreement in

well as teaching materials and

2020 Shanghai Book Fair “Vi-

In terms of going global, the

place. For example, Liu Cixin’s

methods that embrace hybrid

sual: Focus and Temptation Art

brands are focused on the two

scientific fiction series for youth

learing enviroments.

Design” forum. Through promo-

directions of art design and chil-

has been translated into nine

Based on the experience of

tion from the the Bridge of Art

dren, so in addition to the Bridge

languages, including English,

Guangxi Normal University in

platform, Mr. Bai Ming’s three

of Art, we have the Magic Im-

Korean, and Vietnamese. Rights

the field of education and teach-

ceramic works are in the British

age and Mystery Island brands.

deals have been sighted in In-

ing, and of our press in the field

Museum’s permanent collection.

In 2015, our press launched

dia, Korea, Vietnam, Indonesia,

of publication and dissemina-

And in the London Design Mu-

the children’s book brand Magic

Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Kuwait,

tion, the press has developed

seum’s Bridge of Art exchange,

Image, for agsd 0-14 years. The

Hong Kong, China, and Taiwan

the Original Chinese Illustrated

the “Publisher + Exhibit +

brand motto is “read for you and

of China.

Book International Chinese

Exchange meeting” showcas-

allow love to become magic!”

Guangxi Normal Univer-

Course for children aged 3-6

ing Chinese art and design was

The brand has extended the cul-

sity Press held the launch cer-

years based on this age group’s

widely praised . Bridge of Art

tural heritage of the publishing

emony of its Original Chinese

educational needs. The project

has facilitated significant and

house and entered the field of

Illustrated Book International

was jointly developed by the

lasting exchanges of Chinese

children’s book publishing with

Course for Children at the 28th

press and the International Co-

and western cultures.

unique and high-quality prod-

Beijing International Book Fair

operation and Exchange Office

In the area of industrial

ucts. At present, Magic Image

in September. Why did you

of Guangxi Normal University.

transformation, the Bridge of

maintains copyright cooperation

plan the project? What are your

It uses several Magic Image

Art has explored further areas

with more than 20 countries and

implementation plans for the

brand titles, including 123, Go-

of growth. In March 2021, the

regions, and it includes global

future?

ing for Walk, One Day, The Lu-

“Bridge of Art” space was inau-

or Chinese copyright of more

Illustrated children’s books

nar Twelfth Month Song, In the

gurated in Shanghai, featuring

than 100 individual titles. The

are widely accepted and used

Mountains, Diandian’s Summer,

the art design books, literary

brand is present in key overseas

worldwide, and the concept of

and others. The course includes

and artistic products, the print

markets, including Croatia, Ma-

reading education with illustrat-

four teaching modules: illus-

art works, and a café. It com-

laysia, Japan and others. It has

ed books is accepted globally.

trated books, audio, animated

bined the physical experience of

established a joint publishing

Using Chinese illustrated books

video, Chinese teaching and cul-

an art gallery with a bookstore,

platform across China, Japan,

as language teaching resources

tural outreach. The curriculum

supplemented by the online and

Malaysia, and Croatia. The re-

are more easily accepted by Chi-

resources can be used both as a

offline sales.

sult of the first joint publication

nese families and educational

model for teachers and parents.

project Wrong? has been pub-

institutions both at home and

lished in multiple languages.

abroad.

Over the past five years,
the Bridge of Art platform has

After the publication of
course, materials will be sent

achieved the consolidation of

Also in 2015, our press

Using illustrated books

to institutions such as overseas

brands and extended its tradi-

launched the Mystery Island

to improve reading skills has

Chinese companies, the Confu-

tional publishing expertise to

brand, with the purpose of

gradually increased the mar-

cius Classroom, and the Three

other industry. Its international-

“growing with children” and the

ket acceptance in the ASEAN

Language International School,
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to further promote the dissemi-

complete transnational publish-

nation of Chinese culture abroad

ing industry chain. These initia-

in the field of education for chil-

tives realize the “integrated”

dren.

resource distribution of global

Creating a Good Example

brands, content, channels, manpower, funds, and resources to

At different times, there

form a collaborative and operat-

are also different opportunities

ing model at home and abroad.

and challenges for going global.

Our press has provided a “good

Can you give us the road map

example” for the going global

of branding strategy to go global

for other Chinese publishing

for Guangxi Normal University

houses.

Press?

Based on overseas acquisi-

For Guangxi Normal Uni-

tions and strategy, we have tak-

versity Press, going global is

en another step forward, actively

both a forward-looking and

integrating domestic and foreign

challenging strategic choice, and

resources, and exploring the de-

a natural requirement for inter-

velopment model of “resources

nal development. Judging from

relies on the “Classic China In-

has entered top 20 of Influence

platform, platform product and

the press’s development over the

ternational Publishing Project”

of Chinese Books Housed in

product marketing.” We have

past 35 years, Guangxi Normal

and other projects and platforms

Overseas Library. Our press has

jointly launched the Bridge of

University Press has undergone

to vigorously promote the going

become one of the best repre-

Art for corss-border art and cul-

two stages: from the small city

global of books with Eastern

sented Chinese cultural publish-

ture exchange, and we have ex-

of Guilin in Southern China to

wisdom, Chinese taste, Chinese

ing houses in overseas libraries.

plored the going out of publica-

Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen

academic characteristics, and

In exploring further ways

tion services. The Bridge of Art

and other Chinese development

innovative spirit. Every year,

of going global, we realize that

platform, officially launched in

fronts; and from China to inter-

hundreds of high-quality books

to truly enter international main-

2016, is not only showing China

national development in places

are purchased by overseas li-

stream culture and to achieve

to the world, but also enhanc-

such as Melbourne, London,

braries. The Oriental Wisdom

efficient cultural exchange and

ing the integration and mutual

and New York. The press is fo-

Series planned and published

dissemination, we must have

understanding of art worldwide.

cused on going global with its

by our press includes dozens of

our own effective channels and

The Bridge of Art was selected

products and copyrights, going

Chinese classic books, including

platforms. Since 2014, our press

for the 2019-2020 National

global of enterprises and capital,

Analects and Students’ Rules,

has actively promoted the going

Cultural Export Priority Project.

and going global of services and

translated into eight official lan-

global of companies and capi-

It provides a shared bridge and

creativity. There are a few dif-

guages of the 10 ASEAN coun-

tal. We have bought the famous

service for Chinese publication

ferent exploration phases for our

tries. It has become a typical

architectural, design publisher

creativity, and promotes interna-

press to go global.

example of the “One Belt and

, Images Publishing Group in

tional exchange and dissemina-

One Road” cultural exchange

Australia, and the UK art and

tion Chinese culture.

and dissemination.

design book publisher, ACC Art

Guangxi Normal Univer-

Going global of products
and copyright is the basic way
for publishing houses to begin

According to the 2021

Books. We have set up branches

sity Press has established its

their international development.

Study Report of Influence of

in Malaysia, Tokyo, and Macau.

own circle of friends in Europe,

And event today, it remains an

Chinese Books Housed in

The Magic Image brand has also

America, ASEAN countries, and

important aspect of our press

Overseas Library, our press has

set up a subsidiary in Croatia,

other parts of the world. What

going global. Our press com-

ranked 18th. It’s the 2nd high-

forming a basic international de-

cooperations are in place and in

bines the export of books with

est of the National Press and

velopment strategic framework,

development?

the export of copyright, and

University Press category, and

and has built a more mature and

The goal of going global
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is to make publishing and its

established several overseas

home and abroad are combined,

The domestic team has

channels, content, design, and

branches, and its core is not the

and team advantages are mixed.

deepened communication with

logistics more international.

reorganization of the team, but

The two editorial teams at home

the Australian Image Publishing

The challenge to the foreign

the strategic cooperation, com-

and abroad have achieved seam-

Group, establishing a content

development of China’s pub-

bining the advantages and shar-

less interfaces from the selection

system and standards. tThe

lishing enterprises is the lack of

ing of benefits. For example, the

topics planning, editing essays,

domestic team collected essays

thinking and design for overseas

Malaysian branch of our press,

packaging and frame design,

globally through the Internet,

development and overseas prod-

established in 2018, is based on

and they have established a

and the Australian team was

ucts. To overcome this difficult

strategic cooperation with the

complete product line of art and

responsible for design and edit-

problem, we are working in

Asian think tank, and the Tokyo

design books, covering architec-

ing. The English version of the

target markets and transitioning

business department, established

ture, landscape, indoor design,

book is published by Images

away from the piecemeal pat-

in April 2019, is based on stra-

graphic design, industry, and

Publishing in Australia, and

tern of copyright trade and in-

tegic cooperation with the Japa-

fashion.

ACC Art Books in the UK is

stead forming cooperations with

nese JURITSUSHA Co. Ltd.

The Beauty of Guesthouses

responsible for global sales. The

overseas businesses across four

This model may be a path where

is a typical example from the

Chinese version of the book is

continents.

most publishing agencies can

Bridge of Art platform for inte-

published and sold by Guangxi

In terms of the cooperative

operate easily. The core of this

grated publication at home and

Normal University Press. The

approach, I think it can be seen

cooperation model is “two-way”

abroad. In 2016, the potential

high standard of topic selection

in two dimensions.

flow of resources and informa-

of domestic and foreign cultural

is working and has enabled the

tion that can produce the effects

travel markets was unlimited,

The Beauty of Folklore series

of coherent development.

and consumers were more in-

to obtain the ideal marketing

One dimension is based
on overseas acquisitions. Our
acquisition is not expansion

Guangxi Normal Universi-

clined to choose personalized,

performance both at home and

through merger and acquisi-

ty Press has conducted positive

non-standard accommodation

abroad.

tion but rather a combination

exploration and innovation in

and to pay more attention to the

Working together on The

of superior resources. After the

going out of publishing and dis-

extension of the experience out-

Beauty of Guesthouses has

acquisition, overseas brands and

tribution projects. Please share

side accommodation. Moreover,

brought the domestic teams clo-

teams continue to be retained.

the valuable experience of your

guesthouses are also an impor-

ers to our overseas companies

We have set up specialized

press and some relevant cases.

tant vehicle for the rural tourism

and helped jointly established

teams in Shenyang and Shang-

After the completion of two

industry and are an effective

our “Domestic and Foreign In-

hai to conduct business with our

overseas acquisitions, Guangxi

way to promote the revitaliza-

tegration Publishing Platform”.

overseas businesses, and the two

Normal University Press has

tion of the countryside. The

Starting with The Beauty of the

“localized” teams have devel-

integrated and optimized the

domestic team of our press has

Guesthouses, the domestic and

oped a cooperative model for

advantages of the overseas strat-

taken into account the vast mar-

foreign teams have worked hard

the integration of two markets

egy. Through the “dual localiza-

ket space of guesthouses and has

to expand the scope of the topic

and two types of resources. The

tion and integration” model, the

proposed the topic of “civilian

selection for future projects to

cooperative development model

domestic and overseas teams

accommodation”. The overseas

be published both at home and

of dual localization retains the

have formed a basic model of

companies are also very inter-

abroad. At the same time, the

advantages of both organiza-

synergistic and innovative de-

ested in this topic and finally

domestic team has endeavored to

tions. The core of this coopera-

velopment and have created the

made a decision to promote The

export excellent Chinese culture

tion model is “synergies” that

Bridge of Art platform. Based

Beauty of Guesthouses. Now it

to the overseas countries. The in-

can produce the effects of inte-

on this, we explored the new

seems that even though the long

tegrated publication at home and

grated development.

model of international publica-

line tourism has cooled and the

abroad has accelerated the brand

Another dimension is the

tion and distribution of publica-

tourist travel path has narrowed,

strategyof the Bridge of Art and

development model based on

tions in both Chinese and Eng-

the residential holiday is still of

has opened a new opportunity

strategic cooperation. With

lish. The advantages of brands

continuing value and interest

for the Chinese art design and

this method, our press has

and resources, and channels at

internationally.

culture to go global.
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Digital Publishing: Zhejiang University Press
Learns From and Shares With the World
By Xu Qian

Zhejiang University Press

Library, the National Library of

was established in 1984. It is a

France, and the National Library

first-level national publishing

of Berlin in Germany.

house in charge of the Ministry

Since 2009, Zhejiang Uni-

of Education and sponsored by

versity Press has 29 projects

Zhejiang University. It publishes

funded by the National Publish-

various books, periodicals, elec-

ing Fund, and 17 of them have

tronics, audio and video, and

been published so far, including

digital publications, covering

Complete Collection of Paintings

many disciplines such as science,

in the Ming Dynasty, Zhejiang

engineering, agriculture and

She Ethnic Group’s Document

medicine. Zhejiang University

Collection: Wencheng Volume,

Press implements the strategy

Dunhuang Painting Research,

of “quality, digitization, and in-

and Smart City Industry Devel-

ternationalization”, focuses on

opment and Study on Big Data

academic publishing and educa-

Strategy. Atlas of Chinese Paleo-

tional publishing.

zoic Stratigraphy and Symbolic
Fossils has been accepted as part

In terms of high-quality

of the funding project.

publishing, Zhejiang University
Press has accumulated rich ex-

The internationalization

perience in undertaking national

of Zhejiang University Press’s

key publication planning projects

journals is also accelerating.

at all levels, national ancient

The cluster construction of aca-

book compilation and publica-

demic journals of Zhejiang Uni-

tion planning projects. Funding

versity was launched in 2016,

projects, like the National Sci-

Chu Chaofu, President of Zhejiang University Press

mainly relying on the expertise
and faculty at Zhejiang Univer-

ence and Technology Academic
Publication Fund, and the Na-

China Publishing Government

tic image records, the highest

sity to achieve a high level of

tional Publishing Fund, has

Awards.

printing quality, and the largest

internationalization and disciplinary influence.

greatly improved the planning

In 2005, the Zhejiang

publication of Chinese paint-

and implementation capabili-

University Press launched the

ings compared to other, similar

As of September 2021,

ties of the Zhejiang University

national cultural publishing

publications. The images in the

there are 30 cluster academic

Press. In recent years, the press

project of the Classical Series

collection have been curated by

journals, 17 English science and

has been rated as one of the “Top

of Chinese Paintings in All of

important cultural institutions in

technology journals, 10 Chinese

100” publishing companies in

China’s Dynasties. It is by far the

the world, such as the National

science and technology journals,

the country and the advanced

most comprehensive collection,

Library of China, UNESCO, the

and 3 humanities and social sci-

publishing unit of the 4th and 5th

and includes the most authen-

Library of Congress, the British

ence journals. Nearly 20 English
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publications are published in

digital culture. It has created a

class publishing institutions such

and other hot fields, has been in-

cooperation with well-known

new form of “Cube Book” teach-

as Elsevier, Springer Nature,

cluded in well-known databases

international publishers, such as

ing materials and media publish-

Cambridge University Press,

such as Scopus, and Scimago,

Oxford University Press, Elsevier,

ing platform, the “Seeking Truth”

and others, conducting in-depth

and has achieved greater interna-

Springer Nature, IET, Wiley, and

textbook app and the “CNSPOC”

and comprehensive promotion

tional influence.

others. These partner publishers

online course cloud publishing

of projects including Chinese

Zhejiang University Press

are responsible for overseas pub-

platform. It has been rated as a

Academic Foreign Translation,

has also established partnerships

lishing and distribution, the index-

national digital transformation

Zhejiang University Quality

with long-standing and presti-

ing, and promotion of overseas

demonstration unit.

Academic Works Foreign Trans-

gious publishing houses and sci-

In terms of internation-

lation, Zhejiang Academic Works

entific research institutions such

In addition, the cluster sup-

alization, Zhejiang University

Foreign Translation Project, and

as the French Scientific Press,

ports open access. In recent years,

Press actively implements the

other high-end quality academic

the Scientific Press of the Rus-

new journals have mostly adopted

national “going out” policy,

works. The English version of

sian Academy of Sciences, and

the OA publishing model. Among

mainly focusing on copyright

“Liangzhu Civilization Series

the Ministry of Transport of the

them, 8 journals are included by

affairs, “going out” project dec-

(11 volumes)” will be published

Russian Federation. The Russian

SCIE (1 in Q1, 5 in Q2), 4 are

laration and management, and

in cooperation with Springer. In

version of China’s High-Speech

included by EI, and 5 are included

international cultural publishing

addition, Artifacts and Kingship:

Technology has been exported to

by IM; the three core Chinese

activities, international book

Liangzhu Culture Jade and Why

the Transportation Education and

journal databases have included

copyright trade, journal database

Liangzhu Culture will be pub-

Teaching Center of the Ministry

multiple journals from Zhejiang

export, physical book export, and

lished in Russian with Moscow

of Transport of the Russian Fed-

University Press. The journal

agency service trade, which have

University Press, which further

eration. The book will become a

cluster has an international jour-

made achievements. Zhejiang

expanded the international cul-

textbook for Russian research in-

nal editorial board, reviewers,

University Press actively ex-

tural dissemination of the five

stitutions to learn about China’s

and authors. A large, high-level

pands overseas business, carries

thousand years of Chinese civi-

high-speed rail technology and

international editorial board team

out copyright trade, and estab-

lization. This year, Cambridge

share Chinese wisdom and Chi-

composed of 131 Chinese acade-

lishes strategic partnerships with

University Press co-published

nese plans with the world. The

micians of the Chinese Academy

many internationally renowned

China’s Early Modern Economy:

English version of the book also

of Sciences, 29 foreign academi-

publishing companies including

The Yangtze Delta in the 1820s

won the Fifth China Publishing

cians, and more than 1,000 young

Springer Nature and Elsevier;

and Rumors of the Han Dynasty,

Government Award Nomination

and middle-aged scholars has

it has been rated among Top 10

which were selected into the

Award.

provided strong academic support

enterprises with overseas influ-

Cambridge Chinese Library.

for cluster journals. Among them,

ences in terms of collections of

Internationalization and

seeks new partners along the

the proportion of overseas editors

Chinese books for consecutive

“going out” of science and

“Belt and Road”, and cooperates

is about 50%, the proportion of

years, and key national cultural

technology books is also speed-

with more than 10 national pub-

overseas reviewers for the Eng-

export enterprise.

ing up. On the one hand, the

lishing houses in Italy, Romania,

well-known databases.

At the same time, they also

lish edition of the journal is more

The guidelines and road-

press continues to consolidate

Armenia, and other countries.

than 70%, and the proportion of

map for the internationaliza-

cooperation with Springer Na-

China’s Golden Nails, China

overseas submissions is about

tion of Zhejiang University

ture and Elsevier. The China

Smart City Series (14 volumes),

20%.

Press are as follows:

Science and Technology Prog-

China’s Basic Research Report,

In terms of digitization,

Establish high-level inter-

ress Series jointly published by

China’s Artificial Intelligence 2.0

Zhejiang University Press is

national cooperation relations,

Zhejiang University Press and

Development Strategy Research,

committed to the publishing of

and achieve high-end break-

Springer Publishing Group has

and other outstanding scientific

high-quality academic products,

throughs in “going out” work.

been downloaded more than 1.3

and technological works that

actively exploring new modes

Relying on the advantages of

million times. Original English

represent the frontiers of China’s

of integrated publishing, focus-

Zhejiang University’s “double

content by Chinese scientists,

innovation are published and

ing on digital reading, digital

first-class” disciplines, this press

involving engineering, computer,

promoted in countries along the

academics, digital education, and

has been cooperating with world-

chemistry, biology, blockchain

“Belt and Road”.
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Key Children’s Books for the International
Market from 21st Century Publishing Group
By Yang Hua and Lian Ying

C h i l d r e n ’s b o o k s h a v e
always been the most creative
and imaginative book sector.
In recent years, many famous
and internationally renowned
writers have begun to create
children’s books, bringing refreshing and wonderful works
to the world. The latest picture
book published by the 21st
Century Publishing Group, A
Rope, was created by China’s
first international Hans Christian Andersen Prize winner
Cao Wenxuan and the famous

Wenxuan has been exploring

erature ignored contain infinite

finally burned to ashes and re-

illustrator Yu Rong. Big Wind

new expressions. He believes

meaning. These are the themes

turned to nature. Perhaps, the

was created by the Nobel

that “the subjects of picture

and stories of picture books.”

meaning of picture books is

Prize-winning author Mo Yan

are often things that are eas-

It is these nuanced stories and

here: to retrieve everything we

and the famous illustrator Zhu

ily overlooked. Those things

thoughts of universal value

have forgotten, so that we have

Chengliang. These two unique

seem insignificant: a feather,

that have opened a window for

a fairer and more complete

picture books are strong col-

a cloud, a gust of wind, a

children all over the world to

understanding of the world;

laborations between top writ-

butterfly...what are their mean-

see China.

through these thin, small, si-

ers and illustrators, will surely

ings? Picture books see that

Now, in his new picture

lent things that only enter our

bring a strong “Chinese style”

the things earlier works of lit-

book, Cao Wenxuan pays at-

vision and soul with difficulty,

to the Frankfurt Book Fair.

tention to a rope. When he

people perceive the mystery

T h e Wo r l d S t r u n g o n A
Rope

conceived this story, he linked

and truth of this world.

the meaning of the rope with

The illustrations in A

human history, life, and emo-

Rope were completed by the

There are rich Chinese im-

tions. When a bunch of hemp

famous illustrator Yu Rong.

ages in Cao Wenxuan’s writ-

became a rope, it began its

This is her third collaboration

ing world. The water towns in

journey—from the ancient

with Cao Wenxuan. The previ-

northern Jiangsu and all kinds

people who used knots to

ous picture books Smoke and

of people and things living

describe stories to the trivial

Summer have earned a very

here built his waterside writing

and everyday life of modern

good reputation. Rights to

house. In picture books, Cao

people, children’s jokes …and

these books have been solde
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into eight languages including

lenges of nature together. In

ters, and most important, the

English, German, and French.

2012, Mo Yan won the Nobel

thatch in the story. In order

Summer an Amazon US edi-

Prize in Literature. In addition,

to make this story true and

tor’s pick. It has been recom-

he has also won the Mao Dun

real, Zhu Chengliang made

mended by many well-known

Literary Award, the Italian

a s p e c i a l t r i p t o M o Ya n ’s

books and magazines includ-

Nonino Prize, and many other

hometown, Gaomi, Shandong

ing School Library Journal in

literary awards and honors.

to take in the scenery. He me-

the United States. But these

Transforming Big Wind

ticulously depicted the donkey

dazzling achievements made

from a moving short story

chained in the yard and the big

the creation process of A Rope

i n t o a b e a u t i f u l c h i l d r e n ’s

rooster strolling on the street

even more difficult. In order

picture book is due to Zhu

in the story of Big Wind. The

Chengliang, a children’s book

delicate and accurate details

Yu Rong constantly overthrew

bel Prize-winning writer Mo

illustrator with profound ar-

make the story come to life.

her creations and went through

Yan many years ago. This is

tistic skills. His illustrations

They let the readers feel as if

several drafts. In the end,

the first picture book he has

convey vivid and warm emo-

they are living in the country-

the author and the illustra-

created for children. The story

tions to every reader, which

side of Gaomi and experienc-

tor were determined to use a

comes from a memory of Mo

move readers. Zhu Chengliang

ing the violent storm in per-

very bold and original design

Yan’s childhood. At that time,

began to create picture books

son.

plan: reducing the text, using

his hometown was vast and

in the 1980s. He has won the

T h e s t o r y o f B i g Wi n d

visual communication, and an

low-lying, and in the summer

BIB Golden Apple Award, the

is worthy of being on any

illustration of a rope running

there would be large tracts of

U n i t e d N a t i o n s A s i a n C u l-

child’s bookshelf. Written for

through the entire book from

open land. Once, he followed

tural Center “Noma” Excellent

preschool-aged children, this

front to back, lending a visual

his grandpa to mow the grass.

Work Award, the Chen Bochui

is an adventure to experience

element to the main theme of

After cutting the grass for a

International Children’s Litera-

with grandpa. Nature goes

the book—a kind of vitality

day, they ran into a tornado

ture Award’s the Writer of the

from beautiful and magnificent

and passion in human society

after they had tied the grass to

Year and the Book of the Year,

to hideous and thrilling, but

that connects the past and the

the car and walked back. This

and other important domestic

as long as grandpa is there,

next. And play is the new en-

experience left a deep impres-

and foreign awards. He was

there is no need to be afraid.

ergy the illustrator has injected

sion on him, so he later wrote

also nominated for the Hans

For older children, they can

into this book. The many

this experience into a short

Christian Andersen Award for

understand the true feelings of

colors of the paper-cut stuyle

story. He wanted to describe

Illustrator Award twice.

grandparents and grandchil-

bring a strong visual impact.

the relationship between man

The cooperation between

dren and see how to overcome

Each page has its own careful

and nature, and through such

the famous Chinese writer Mo

unpredictable difficulties and

thoughts, leading readers to

a description, he wanted to

Yan and the famous illustrator

challenges in life.

play games with a rope quietly.

express and shape the image of

Zhu Chengliang is a perfect

The two books with very

So when children are reading

his grandfather, an old farmer

match and a natural fit. Zhu

different styles showcase the

this book, they can even take a

with perseverance.

to break through her creation,

Chengliang feels the time and

unique texture and depth of

Through exquisite and

background of the story, even

Chinese culture, and there is

beautiful texts and vivid, child-

though he has not lived for

no lack of childlike fun and vi-

like pictures, Mo Yan presents

a long time in the Shandong

brance. In the field of children’s

a confrontation between man

Plain area where the story

books, writing local stories, de-

and nature, and also a process

takes place. He has limited

picting real customs, and shap-

of the courageous struggle of

knowledge of the local envi-

ing characters with national

Big Wind is based on a

the grandparents and grand-

ronment, clothing features,

characteristics can touch chil-

short story written by the No-

children to resist the chal-

characteristics of the charac-

dren’s little hearts.

rope and play.

Follow Nobel Prize winner
Mo Yan back to his childhood when grandpa was
still alive
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considered before the start of

of large and medium-sized

ies, ‘design and planning’ and

editors so that everyone could

the project: one is the market

comprehensive dictionaries for

‘adjustment and accumulation’

learn and master the principles

demand and the publication of

Vietnamese-Chinese bilinguals

are not mutually exclusive, but

and methods of bilingual dic-

similar products on the market;

as the first choice, and it took

mutually reinforcing,” Chen

tionary compilation. Thus, the

the other is the maturity of bi-

more than ten years to create

Wenhua concluded.

compilation of the “New Viet-

lingual talents. Only by under-

the “New Vietnamese-Chinese

namese-Chinese Dictionary”

standing these two aspects can

Dictionary” and “New Chinese-

you decide which language and

Vietnamese Dictionary” which

The Growth and Persistence
of Dictionary Editors

scale to make a dictionary.

were selected into the National

The compilation and

and grow together” and this has

When initially planning the

Publishing Fund Project, which

publication of dictionaries in

also become an effective way

“Language Dictionary Series

were the heavyweight dic-

languages of Southeast Asian

for Guangxi Education Press

of Southeast Asian Nations”,

tionaries, and a small compre-

countries is inseparable from

to cultivate dictionaries talent

we discovered through research

hensive dictionary “Practical

professional and practical edit-

resources.

that China and Vietnam had

Vietnamese-Chinese-Chinese-

ing. The threshold of language

When the compilation

very close economic and cultur-

Vietnamese Dictionary”.

has high professional require-

work of the “New Vietnamese-

can be started smoothly. The
editors and authors “integrate

al exchanges at that time, and

In addition to the advance-

ments for editors, and the suc-

Chinese Dictionary” entered a

the population of Vietnam was

ment of the Vietnamese diction-

cessful promotion, publication,

critical stage, due to the lack of

not small. However, large and

ary project, the Thai dictionary

and dissemination of a com-

experience, some of the authors

medium-sized comprehensive

is also gradually being devel-

prehensive dictionary requires

had different opinions, which

dictionaries in both Vietnamese

oped. With the steady develop-

highly skilled editors. From the

caused the compilation work

and Chinese were still lacking

ment of Sino-Thai relations,

start of the plan in 2004 to the

to fall into a state of difficulty

in the market. At the same time,

Guangxi Education Press inves-

publication of the Southeast

verging on stagnation. Sun Mei,

Guangxi Education Press has

tigated the publishing situation

Asian-language dictionaries in

who was anxious about this,

certain inherent advantages in

and market demand of Thai

2011, the hard work and perse-

unfortunately suffered serious

compiling Vietnamese-Chinese

dictionaries and found that there

verance of dictionaries editors

injury to the cervical spine due

bilingual dictionaries: first, it

is no comprehensive Chinese-

were inseparable.

to an accident at this time, and

can rely on the faculty of the

Thai dictionary in China. The

Compiling dictionaries

the doctor ordered him to stay

“non-universal language under-

only Thai-Chinese dictionary

requires authors and editors to

in bed for 3 months. However,

graduate talent training base of

is outdated, and thus its con-

gradually accumulate experi-

in order to make the editing

the Ministry of Education”—

tent doesn’t meet the needs of

ence through training and prac-

work go ahead smoothly, Sun

the Southeast Asian Language

today’s readers. After working

tice. When the “New Vietnam-

Mei kept calling the authors

and Culture College of Guangxi

hard to win the willingness of

ese-Chinese Dictionary” project

from the hospital bed, mobiliz-

University for Nationalities;

cooperation from leading ex-

just started, the field of large

ing and persuading the authors,

second, Guangxi and Vietnam

perts in the Thai language com-

and medium-sized comprehen-

coordinating the relationships,

share a border and there are

munity such as Pei Xiaorui and

sive Vietnamese-Chinese bilin-

solving problems, arranging

many overseas Chinese who

Xiao Shaoyun, the Thai diction-

gual dictionaries in the country

various tasks, reviewing the

have returned from Vietnam

ary was included in the publish-

was still in a blank state. There

manuscripts, constantly revis-

due to historical reasons. With

ing plan. Later, the “New Chi-

was an extreme lack of materi-

ing and putting forward sugges-

this geographical advantage,

nese-Thai Dictionary”, which

als and methods that could be

tions, and so on. Her stubborn

high-level overseas Chinese

was highly praised by Princess

used for reference. Authors and

persistence and selfless dedica-

experts and Vietnamese ex-

Sirindhorn of Thailand, was

editors don’t know how to start.

tion have also greatly influ-

perts can be invited to cooper-

successfully published and the

In order to solve this problem,

enced other editors on the team.

ate; third, there are now three

“Modern Thai-Chinese Diction-

the publishing house has in-

Nobody is afraid of challenges,

g e n e r a t i o n s o f Vi e t n a m e s e

ary” was selected as a national

vited senior experts who had

hardships, and hard work, try-

and Chinese bilingual talents.

publication fund project.

compiled English dictionaries

ing to overcome various dif-

Therefore, Guangxi Education

“In the process of shaping

and dictionary experts from

ficulties, and the editing work

Press listed the compilation

the product line of dictionar-

Vietnam to train authors and

can proceed smoothly. Later,
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the “New Vietnamese- Chinese

agement. Forces from inside

work of Guangxi Education

for other languages, more and

Dictionary” was successfully

and outside the press work

Press. The network of experts

more in-depth market research

published and won the Nomina-

together in a multi-pronged ef-

and audiences who build these

and data analysis are needed,

tion Award of the Third China

fort guarantee the creation of

books can also “feed back” the

followed by planning based on

Publishing Government Award

high-quality dictionaries.”

compilation and publication

actual conditions.

Book Award. As the first com-

The Past, Present and Future of Dictionary Publishing

of dictionaries. Dictionaries,

Shi Limin, president of

language learning books, and

Guangxi Education Press, said,

other Southeast Asian-related

“In Guangxi Education Press’s

themed books are combined

five-year plan for 2021-2025,

opening up, it has filled the gap

For more than ten years,

vertically and horizontally to

the publishing of language

in the market. Since its publica-

Guangxi Education Press has

complement each other, form-

dictionaries in Southeast

tion, it has sold well for many

focused on the field of language

ing Guangxi Education Press’s

Asian countries is still listed

years and has been reprinted

dictionaries in Southeast Asian

ASEAN publishing vision, and

as the highlight.” The future

several times. It has won unani-

countries, creating these dic-

enhancing the social visibility

publishing of dictionaries still

mous praise from users and

tionaries from scratch. The pub-

and market influence of the

depends on the market needs,

good economic benefits.

lisher has gradually expanded,

publishing house’s brand.

the current state of dictionary

prehensive Vietnamese-Chinese
bilingual dictionary published
in China since the reform and

At present, there are three

refined, and strengthened its

As one of the most dis-

publishing, and the situation

on-the-job editors in the dic-

dictionary product line. In the

tinctive and important sections

of the author team. Based on

tionary department of Guangxi

long-term process of build-

of Guangxi Education Press,

this principle, the publish-

Education Press. Sun Mei is

ing a series of language dic-

the successive leadership

ing house is maintaining and

the special planner and consul-

tionaries for Southeast Asian

groups have attached great

revising existing editions,

tant. In addition, it also has a

countries, we have accumu-

importance to and strongly

and striving to develop new

strong team of external experts

lated rich author resources

supported the “Language Dic-

varieties to enrich the product

from domestic and foreign

and experience in planning

tionaries of Southeast Asian

line of dictionaries. In addi-

universities, scientific research

and organizing manuscripts.

Countries”. After obtaining

tion, Guangxi Education Press

units, radio and television sta-

Therefore, while compiling

the qualifications for dic-

will also increase its efforts

tions, foreign affairs units and

dictionaries, we also use these

tionary publishing, a special

in the integrated publishing

other institutions, who have

resources and experience to

dictionary editing department

of dictionaries in the future,

all greatly enriched the power

develop related product lines

was established to provide full

and strive to develop more di-

of compiling and publishing

beyond dictionaries. Chen

support in terms of staffing,

versified, modern, and digital

dictionaries. Zhu Tao, the edi-

Wenhua said, “At present, the

capital investment, and other

dictionaries that are more in

tor of the dictionary depart-

publishing house has devel-

aspects.

line with the habits of contem-

m e n t , s a i d , “ We h a v e a l s o

oped many series of language

The currently published

received long-term internships

learning books, including the

language dictionaries of

“The exchanges and co-

from college students major-

oral language series of South-

Southeast Asian countries cov-

operation between China and

ing in related languages such

east Asian countries, the oral

er two languages, Vietnamese

ASEAN countries in various

as Guangxi University for Na-

course series, the listening

and Thai. Lao and Malay are

fields such as economy and

tionalities and Guangxi Uni-

course and the foreign Chinese

included in the recent plans.

culture have entered a new

versity of Foreign Languages.

course for Southeast Asian

An updated version of the

era. Guangxi Education Press

Their participation can help us

countries.”

porary readers.

“New Chinese-Thai Diction-

will take advantage of the

effectively check and verify

In recent years, the aca-

ary” will be launched soon.

trend and take responsibility,

relevant information. Our edi-

demic research into Southeast

At the same time, the Lao

actively promote the healthy

tors and consultants not only

Asian publishing, thematic

language dictionary project is

development of dictionaries,

participated in the editing and

publishing, and publication

in full swing, and the Malay

publish a number of master-

processing of manuscripts but

of popular books are also

language dictionary project

pieces, and contribute to this

also conducted project man-

included in the key scope of

has also been launched. As

great era,” Shi Limin said.

